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MISSING THOSE WE DO NOT KNOW 
Just recently I have spent quite a bit of time 

trying to track down a woman whom we would like 

to have write an article, The closer I have 

gotten to finding her, the more people I have 

talked to have who have never heard of Exponent 
II. JI am appalled! Who and what have all of 
us--staff, contributors, and readers alike-- 
been missing all these years? Why aren't these 

many interesting people with interesting insights 

contributing to and reading the paper? 

As stated on the cover of our Winter 1983 
issue, "The purpose of Exponent II is to promote 

sisterhood by providing a forum for Mormon women 
to share their ideas and feelings in an atmosphere 

of trust and acceptance. Our common bond is our 

commitment to the Church and to women in the 

Church. The courage and spirit of the women of 

the past challenge us to take full responsibility 

for all dimensions of our lives, We are confident 
that the open exchange of ideas will result in 
positive change. We publish this paper in cele- 

bration of the strength and diversity of women." 

Our forum is not complete; our celebration has 

gone on too long without contributions from a 

great many important, spiritual women, 

We are all grateful for the broad base of 

support that the paper has enjoyed for the past 

eleven years. We all also acknowledge the major 

part that our shared sisterhood has played in 
the improving of our lives, Now we are asking 

PUZZLING PARADOXES 
I enjoy a good mystery: I love Miss Marple's 

doddering strokes of genius, and P.G, Wodehouse's 

light but criminal twists delight me. Because of 
this season's NBC line-up, I make sure the VCR is 
set up at seven o'clock so that I can tuck in my 
kids in a calm fashion knowing I don't have to 
sacrifice the fun of an hour of "Murder She 

Wrote," 

There are also other mysteries that I enjoy, 
mysteries of a spiritual nature. I don't mean 
the "how many angels can dance on the head of a 
pin” variety; I mean the puzzling paradoxes of 
our religious convictions. There are a lot of 

issues that appear irreconcilable. I have spent 
long hours--sometimes years--fretting and stewing 

over some of them. But more and more I am coming 

to appreciate the power in paradoxes, 

Our Savior explained the conditions of dis- 

cipleship to his followers by saying, "He whe 

finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his 

life for my sake will find it." (Matthew 10:39) 

He taught the twelve, "If any one would be first, 

he must be last of all and servant of all." 

Though we often hear Matthew 6:48, "Be ye there- 

fore perfect even as your father in heaven is 

perfect," our sacred scriptures also include this 

admission of our human condition: "I am carnal, 

sold under sin." (Romans 7:14) Our modern prophet 

urges us to "lengthen our stride and quicken our 

pace” at the same time that Jesus calls to us, 

"Come unto me all ye who labor and are heavy 

laden, and I will give you rest." (Matt. 11:28-30) 

By their surface absurdity, these mysterious 

contradictions shake me out of my normal way of 

thinking. Grand insights come when I am stumped, 

At those times when I have humbled myself to 

admit a spiritual "HUH?," I have experienced 

answers beyond my best reasoning. I am not advo- 

cating that we throw revealed truth to the winds 

and ignore attempts to reconcile the contradic- 

tions. I am advocating that there is value in 

calmly examining the extremes and acknowledging 

and respecting purpose in the ambiguity. 

This type of examination would be easier for 

us if we had a more Eastern world view. Paradoxes 

are unsettling to our tidy analytical Western 

minds. We like to push and stretch and extrapo- 

late until we can make some sense out of any 

paradox. It is a confirmation to me of the divine 

source of our doctrine that its truths transcend 

the cultural trappings of our hemisphere. I have 

always been thrilled by the teaching that all 

that is true--regardless of the source--is in- 

cluded within the scope of our gospel. 

More often than not I have heard Matthew 10:39 

linked to "losing our life in the service of 

others," That is a valuable point; King Benjamin 

makes it, after all, in Mosiah 2:17 in the Book 

of Mormon, As I read the scripture, however, 

that explanation is incomplete. The scripture 

gives me images, too rich for the limited power 

of my vocabulary. I sense someone--myself?-- 

caught in the desperate urgency of self-interest, 

anxious about details and grasping for affirmation 

of value from outside sources. I also see somé~ 

one--myself?--seared of self-involvement and open 

to following a divine Master and, in so doing, to 

feeling truly whole and known. 

Admonished by the scripture, "If any one would 

be first, he must be last of all and servant of 
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for your help in expanding and extending that 

sisterhood. Who do you know who should be read- 

ing Exponent II? Who do you know who should be 

writing for Exponent II? What ideas or articles 
have you been meaning to pass along? 

We on the staff have received a myriad of 

suggestions from readers as to the issues that 

need to be addressed, the directions in which 

the paper should go, and the projects that 

Exponent should instigate, At an open house 

that we recently held in Provo, for example, 

we spent about an hour and a half throwing out 

and cheering such ideas as structuring a system 

for caring for our aging, providing Mormon parents 

with practical suggestions for dealing with drug 

use among our youth, offering grants to women 
to enable them to get whatever help that they 

need to free them to develop talents, setting 

up day care centers in our ward houses, and so 

on. 

Such suggestions keep Exponent vital. It 

is overwhelming, and exciting, just to think 

about the possibilities, Although I can't list 

them all, I can say that all of these ideas are 
for projects and discussions that will in concrete 
ways support and encourage individual sisters, as 

well as the whole, in pursuing our dreams, 

None of these dreams, however, can be accom- 

plished unless we reach more people. The paper 

all," we seek the highest level of the celestial 
kingdom. We also serve our sisters and brothers 

and God, Though the paradox between seeking and 

service is clear in Christ's message, those two 

statements are usually linked without period or 

pause, 

In the October 1984 General Conference, Elder 

Dallin Oaks described six reasons why people 

serve. First, some may hope for earthly reward. 

The scriptures have a word for gospel service 

"for the sake of riches and honor"-~priestcraft. 
Second, people serve in a desire to obtain good 

companionship, Third, some may serve out of fear 
of punishment. Others may serve out of a sense 

of duty or out of loyalty to friends or family or 
traditions. According to Elder Oaks, "These are 
those I would call the good soldiers, who instino- 
tively do what they are ked without question 

and sometimes without giving much thought to the 

reasons for their service. Persons fill the rank 
of voluntary organizations everywhere, and they 

do much good . . . Those who serve out of a sense 
of duty or loyalty to various wholesome causes 
are the good and honorable men and women of the 
earth. Service of the character I have just 
described is worthy of praise and will surely 

qualify for blessings, especially if it is done 

willingly and joyfully." 

The sixth motivation that Elder Oaks mentioned 

confronts and accepts the paradox between service 

and seeking for celestial acceptance and emerges 

with "the highest and best reason, the pure love 

of Christ . . . 'Therefore, ye that embark in the 
service of God, see that ye serve Him with all 

your heart, might, mind and strength, that ye may 

stand blameless before God at the last day." (D&C 

4:2) We learn from this command that it is not 
enough to serve God with all of our might and 

strength. He who looks into our hearts and knows 

our minds demands more than this, In order to 

stand blameless before God at the last day, we 

must also serve Him with all our heart and mind." 

One of the harder paradoxes for me to savor in 

my church experience is the constant emphasis on 

perfection when I am excruciatingly aware of my 

inadequacies. Dwelling on this incredible gap 

between what I want to be and what I am, despite 

my best efforts, leaves me feeling morose and 

discouraged, 

I am, however, in good company. Paul continued 

the passage in Romans with "I do not understand 

my own actions, For I do not do what I want, but 

I do the very thing I hate. . . I can will what 

is right but I cannot do it. For I do not do the 

good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I 

do . . . For I delight in the law of God, in my 

inmost self, but I see in my members another law 

at war with the law of my mind and making me 

captive to the law of sin which dwells in my 

members. Wretched man that I am! Who will de- 

liver me from this body of death?" (Romans 7:23- 

24) And Nephi, being of a similar mind and turn 

of phrase, wrote in 2 Nephi 4:17, "Notwithstanding 

the goodness of the Lord, in showing me his great 

and marvelous works, my heart exclaimeth: 0O 

wretched man that I amt Yea, my heart sorroweth 

because of my flesh; my soul grieveth because of 

mine iniquities." 

This is pretty morbid talk, ringing perhaps 

too much of Calvinism for Mormon ears. We like 

to emphasize the positive in order to underscore 

worthy goals and righteous achievements, We 

stress obedience to Church leaders, We look 
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needs a broader subscription base to support 

such projects, Costs go up--except, of course, 

the cost of the volunteer efforts of our contri- 
butors and our staff--and there never seems to 

be enough left over to try some of the new ideas. 

That's one of the reasons why we are asking for 
your list of names of people to whom we can send 

complimentary copies of the paper. 

But, the first--and most important--reason 
is the one to which I alluded earlier, We are 
all missing out on a great deal of insight and 

support from people like those whom I have spoken 

to this week--people who see a great need for 

a publication like Exponent II and don't know 

that it exists, 

To paraphrase a recent Letter to the Editor, 

we need to share--spirit to spirit--the bumpy 

spiritual runway that we all have to go down in 

order to soar, the logistics of the flight, and 

the pure, quiet, personal accounts of the spiri- 

tual heights. Testimonies of the struggle of life 

help us to not feel all alone; testimonies of the 

more abundant life [at the spiritual heights] are 
what give us all hope, We are missing many who 

could share much, Help us find them, 

Sue Paxman 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

forward to returning to living with our Father in 

Heaven. We busy ourselves with charitable causes 

and public service. These are very good pur- 

suits. But in all our emphasis of the positive, 

have we discarded the paradox? We talk little 
about grace or the present effects of our salva- 

tion from sin, The puzzling and poignant dilemma 

remains: We simply cannot obtain any of our 
goals without humbly giving our lives to our 
Redeemer. A popular phrase goes, "Let go and let 

God," By adopting the meaning of that motto, we 
lengthen our stride at the same moment that we 

find that His yoke is easy and His burden is 

light. 

I am enriched by pondering the subtleties of 

this--the greatest of all mysteries--that "God so 

loved the world that he gave his only begotten 

Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not 

perish, but have everlasting life." (John 3:16) 
I believe that we can enhance our spiritual lives 

by allowing ambiguity and patiently considering 

the puzzles of our faith. In the words of Lao 

Tsu, a Chinese philosopher from the sixth century 

B.C., 

Under heaven nothing is more soft and yielding 

than water. 
Yet for attacking the solid and strong, nothing 

is better; 

It has no equal. 
The weak can overcome the strong; 

The supple can overcome the stiff. 

Under heaven everyone knows this. 

Yet no one puts it into practice. 

Therefore the sage says: 
He who takes upon himself the humiliation of 

the people is fit to rule them. 

He who takes upon himself the country's disas=- 

ters deserves to be king of the universe, 

The truth often sounds paradoxical. 

Linda Hoffman Kimball 
Chicago, Illinois 

AELSTR AND ME 

A maelstrom is a powerful whirlpool that sucks 

strom, That is what I am swirling in, At least 

I think that is what I am swirling in--it is not 

easy to know for sure because being in one makes 

it difficult to perceive it. I am, however, 

becoming more aware of the maelstrom and its 

influence, and I am frightened by its force. 

Maelstroms are powerful whirlpools that suck 

in objects within its radius, It was a maelstrom 

in the climactic chapter of Moby Dick that enve- 

loped and destroyed Captain Ahab and his ship. I 

believe that the term maeletrom can also be used 

to describe the powerful currents of social and 

cultural practices in which we grow up and live, 

which envelop us and shape--to varying degrees-- 

the values, perceptions, and mores upon which we 

make our decisions, 

Do not misunderstand, I am not a B.F. Skinner 

disciple advocating that we are nothing more than 

the products of our respective environments-- 

puppets to be manipulated by the world around 

us, We are free agents in the fullest sense of 

the word, Prophets have taught us this repeated- 

ly; read Helaman 14:29-30, That does not mean, 

though, that there are not powerful forces that 
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HELPING THOSE WITH RELIGIOUS 
QUESTIONS AND DOUBTS 

may be shaping our lives in ways that we do not 

readily recognize. These forces are not new to 

our generation, nor have they only been recognized 

recently. 

The Book of Mormon is replete with references 
to the "traditions of their fathers" as the cause 
by which the Lamanites of different Book of Mormon 

eras were kept from enjoying all the blessings of 
the gospel. At one point in time Jacob, in cas- 
tigating his people for their sins and rebellion, 

told them that the Lamanites were actually living 

better lives than the Nephites and that the only 
reason the Lamanites did not have the gospel 
fullness was because of the traditions of their 
fathers, (Jacob 3:5-7) 

What about today, then? Are there "traditions 

of our fathers" by which we are prevented from 
enjoying the fullness of the gospel? For me the 

answer is a painful yes, and that is the maelstrom 
in which I feel that I am swirling. 

My maelstrom--and I think we each have differ- 
ent maelstroms with differing degrees of impact 

and scope--is difficult to articulate. Some 

parts of it I like: the conditioning to pray and 

to choose to go on a mission while I was young, 

which set the stage by which I could discover the 

joy of revelation and service; the need for hu- 

mility and patience; the importance of integrity 

and perspective. There are other parts, however, 

that I do not like and with which I struggle 

today--"traditions of my fathers" that, having 

once become ingrained in me, are difficult not 
only to recognize as shaping elements of my life 
but also as something that can be changed. Fur- 
thermore, I am learning that once I do recognize 

these conceptions and beliefs as untrue it is 

hard to expunge them. 

For example, to some degree because of the 
cultural conditioning I have received, I struggle 

with the roles of men and women, mothers and 
fathers, priesthood and sisterhood in the gospel 

context. I am only now discovering that I should 

be more concerned with responsibility than role 

and that the rigidness by which I had previously 

pigeonholed each category and its corresponding 

duties was wrong. I am discovering a flexibility 

with respect to being a father, husband, and 
priesthood holder that is liberating, invigora- 

ting, and integrating--intertwined, if you will, 

with Janna, my vife. 

My discoveries are not easy; it is hard to 
give up what you thought was so much a part of 

you, and it is hard to accept that what you 
thought was so much a part of you is really 
nothing more than an alienating "tradition," a 

"way-of-life" wall that is separating you from a 
more complete joy. 

What then to make of all this? I am discover- 
ing that the struggle to shuck off that which is 

not founded in truth and the effort involved in 
incorporating that which is truth is what gives 
meaning to life. It is the battle of soul--the 

opposition with which I am confronted--that de- 

fines me. I do not rejoice in the untruths that 
form part of my character--some of which are the 
product of my maelstrom--but I do rejoice in the 

power to change, in the opportunity to become 
more a product of conscious choice than socio- 

cultural conditioning, and in the light that God 

bestows upon us as we seek for truth. 

For me, a first step in incorporating that 
which is "virtuous, lovely, or of good report, or 
praiseworthy" is to recognize the forces that 

have shaped me-~knowingly or unknowingly. I have 
to reject that which is inconsistent with the 

gospel as it has been restored, while incorpora+ 

ting that which is consistent. This can be a 

demanding task because it involves a heightened 

awareness of what one believes and why. 

Second, it is essential to recognize that the 
creation of the real "me"--the construction of 
who I am by the making of conscious choices--is a 

process that involves struggle, conflict, prayer, 

humility, and time. It is not something that can 

be reduced to a "checklist" approach. 

Finally, it is imperative to remember that 

acquiescing to our environment does not make us 
less accountable for who we are. Feelings and 
acts of bigotry, sexism, or materialism that are 

the result of the "traditions of our fathers" 
rather than the result of some conscious choice 
to be that way does not make the wrongness of 
such behavior less egregious, nor the command to 

become like Christ less compelling. 

Thus, we cannot avoid our maelstroms. Doing 

nothing about them is as much a choice as begin- 

ning the process--a process of "purification," a 

process of confronting individual challenges and 

proportions, and ultimately, if pursued persis- 

tently, a process that will enable each of us to 

become masters of our own maelstroms. 

Brett DeLange 

Boise, Idaho 

D. Jeff Burton, M.S., is currently directing a 

pilot lay-counseling program in the Salt Lake 
Winder stake. 

To some it is given to know that Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God. To others it is given on 

their words, that they also might have eternal 

life if they continue faithful. 

D&C 46: 13-14 

Mormonism is known, among other things, for 
its emphasis on personal conviction and strong 

testimony. Members are expected to receive a 

manifestation or confirmation that the essentials 
of the gospel are true. Partly because of this 

expectation, Latter-day Saints with unresolved 

religious questions and uncertainties may experi- 
ence agonizing introspection, emotional difficul- 

ties, and even self-imposed alienation. 

One aspect of the problem is what Mormon psy- 

chologist Frances Lee Menlove describes as the 

Unruffled Mormon Syndrome. The unruffled Mormon 

is an ideal: a completely fulfilled and integra- 

ted Latter-day Saint, untroubled by doubts and 
questions that afflict others. Oblivious to the 
pain and probings of other truth-seekers, this 

member is secure in the ability to understand all 

religious issues. 

Although many Mormons live comfortably close 

to the unruffled ideal, others have found them 
selves unable to achieve this serenity. Attempts 

to fit into the unruffled mold frequently result 
in a number of problems, For example, those who 

repress their natural urge to question in order 
to maintain an unruffled image may settle for the 

appearance of belief in place of actual convic- _ 

tion. Over a period of time, such self-deception 

ean create emotional conflict and foster feelings 
of guilt and hypocrisy: 

I'm living a lie. 

What's wrong with me?. I can't live up to the 

expectations of others. 

I feel so guilty. The Lord must hate me, 

Latter-day Saints struggling for conviction 

are often caught in an endless circle of attempts 

and failures to achieve the perceived perfection 
of the unruffled state. These defeats can result 
in feelings of frustration, discouragement, un- 
worthiness, or low self-esteem: 

I've prayed and fasted, but I still have ques- 

tions, Why don't I get the same answers as 
others? 

I just can't accept a calling [go to the tem- 
ple, and so forth] while I have these nagging 
doubts, 

I don't deserve blessings because I have un- 

certainties and questions inside, 

Members desiring to discuss their questions 

and doubts often find communication difficult or 
impossible, With no exchange of ideas, emotional, 

spiritual, and intellectual growth may suffer. 

Failure to engage fellow members in meaningful 

discussion can result. in alienation from the 
religious community, either through emotional 

withdrawal or loss of Church activity: 

If I can't have the same assurance as others, 

I don't want to participate. 

I can't talk to anybody about this. 

If it weren't for the kids [my parents, my 
wife, my husband], I'd quit it all. 

Persons with unresolved doubts may experience 
marital conflicts, denial of reality, weakened 

ability to deal with feelings and emotions, and 

reduced motivation to learn: 

My wife keeps saying, "Why can't you just 

believe? Why do you have to question every- 

thing?" She thinks I'm not trying, that I'm 

somehow unworthy of the blessings of a sure 

knowledge. Why can’t she just understand 

that's the way I am? 

I'm a basket case. I can't get on with any- 
thing. 

Religious doubt may arise at any age, but it 

is more typically seen during the years of intel- 

lectual maturation, If you are asked to counsel, 

you should be particularly sensitive to this 

problem among young adults, and especially among 

college students: 

I didn't have any problems until I started 

college. 

I've read this book, and it brought up some 

questions I'm having trouble with, 

Many of the problems associated with religious 

questions and doubt grow out of misconceptions 

concerning the relationship of knowledge to faith 

and belief and the roles that these play in our 

lives. By sharing the following ten perspectives 

on the nature of religious conviction and commit- 
ment, you can help a struggling member to see 

circumstances in a more positive light, paving 

the way to personal growth and emotional satis- 
faction: 

1. Mormonism and society see different mean- 

ings in the terms faith and belief. 

Mormons often see the terms belief and faith 
as synonymous, both being the natural result of 

learning truth. The scriptures often equate the 

two words, However, in our present-day society, 
particularly in the sciences, the terms belief 

and faith have come to have distinct, mutually 
exclusive meanings. 

In the contemporary sense, belief is a mental 

state that tells us something is true based on 

experience, information, evidence, or authority. 

For example, if we flip a coin fifty times and 

tabulate the results of heads versus tails, we 
are likely to believe from the evidence that each 

comes up about equally, Of course, no one per- 
son's interpretation of the evidence will prove 

satisfactory to everyone. A mother looks at a 

newborn baby and has sufficient evidence to be- 
lieve in the existence of God. But a biochemist 
looking at the same child may marvel at the power 
of evolution. 

The term faith, on the other hand, refers to a 
feeling, a truet in "the evidence of things not 

seen." (Hebrews 11:1) Belief is learned; faith 

is evidence yet to be learned. Belief is what we 

really think; faith is what we are willing to 

accept in the absence of evidence. The acceptance 

embodied in faith implies an active personal 

commitment, Thus, under these definitions, it is 
possible to question aspects of our religion, yet 
live the gospel by faith. 

Helping suggestions: Accept the possibility that 
you both may be operating under different defini- 
tions as you discuss belief and faith. Define 

your terms to assure clear communication. 

2. Doubting is not necessarily a rejection of 
God. 

Again, it is important to recognize the mul- 

tiple meanings of the word doubt. In its modern, 

constructive sense, it means to be unsettled in 

belief or opinion--to be uncertain or undecided. 
It implies a lack of information or evidence upon 

which to base a belief. Doubt, according to this 
usage, is an inevitable consequence of a maturing, 

inquiring mind and should be managed, not denied. 

In contrast, the more traditional meaning of 

doubt is the notion of distrust. In a religious 

context, doubt is associated with a rejection of 

God and a thankless denial of His goodness. Is 
there any wonder the word doubt has such a strong 

negative connotation? 

Helping suggestion: Point out that those who are 
aware of these differences of meaning can avoid 

being hurt or offending others by choosing their 

words carefully and defining any likely-to-be- 

misunderstood expressions, 

3. "It is not permitted to know everything." 

--Horace 

We in the Church often use the words I know to 
describe our testimonies (for example, "I know 

the Church is true.") This use of the word know 
usually means strong belief or faith (for example, 
"I intensely believe that the Church is true," or 

"My faith is strong that the Church is true,") 

To know, in its modern, technological sense, 

is to have a clear understanding, to be relatively 

sure. Knowledge is familiarity with or awareness 

of facts and evidence. But in mortality nothing 

ean be known with perfection, only in degrees of 
confidence. While science and statistics have 
developed elaborate methods for testing, verify- 
ing, and strengthening the evidence upon which 

beliefs and knowledge are based, no test produces 

perfect knowledge. Furthermore, scientists them- 

selves use faith when they rely on their own 
methods or unproven assumptions or when confidence 

limits exist, however small, 

Helping suggestion: Show that because no one can 
claim perfect knowledge, it is only reasonable to 

(continued on page 19) 
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Coming to ‘Cerms with Summa 

When Linda newell and Valeen Avery set out 
to write a biography of Emma Smith, they 
thought that it would take about eighteen 
months. Nine yeare later Mormon Enigma was 
in print. In the first seven months, it sold 
18,000 copies and is now in ite fourth print- 

ing. 

Recently Exponent II interviewed the two 
authors about their own and their readers’ 
responses to the book, 

Interview with Valeen Avery 

Q: What has been the reaction to your book? 

A: Well, it has run the gamut. Let me start 

off with the interesting one first. I just got 

a card from a friend in a ward where we used to 

live. She said, "Val, I've heard about your 

book, It is reviewed in [the local paper], and 

I'm sending you a copy of the review. My friends 

tell me the review is essentially accurate, 

therefore I shall not read your book, Sincerely 

yours, . . »" 

Q: Has there been much of that kind of reaction? 

A: No, not at all. On the other side of the 

coin is a man in my own ward, a very conservative 

tire salesman whom I would have bet ten dollars 

flat would not read the book. He walked up to me 

at a New Year's Dance at the stake center and 

said, "I want to tell you that is the best thing 

I've ever read in my whole life, and you know 

Sister Avery, it's really enriched my testimony." 

You could have knocked me over with a feather, 

So from inside the Church that's been the gamut. 
. 

Q: We have heard people say things like "This 

is a wonderful book, really fascinating, but 

it is the hardest thing I've had to deal with 

_ever in terms of my testimony." How does that 

strike you?, 

A: This is probably the hardest thing that I 

have had to deal with in terms of my testimony. 

Q: In what way? 

A: It's just that I grew up in the Church per- 

ceiving things in a certain way. I've learned 

since that it certainly is not exclusive to our 

own Church to be interested in creating our own 

history in a very positive and exemplary manner. 

I don't think that I ever thought very much about 

how religions are established or that mortals 

like ourselves do it, They are always removed 

from us by time and space and legend. To deal 
with not just Joseph but Emma and Brigham and 

Heber as human beings--fallible and making mis- 

takes--was difficult. It was very painful when I 

found Joseph doing things that I didn't want him 

to do, H 4 

Q: There was no question in your mind but what 

he was really doing those things? 

A: No. Other people might interpret them dif- 

ferently, but within my experience and my reason 

there wasn't any other way of interpreting it. 

We were just dealing with what was there, 

' F 
Q: Are we talking primarily about polygamy? 

A: Polygamy was not for me the most difficult 

issue. The most difficult issue for me was that 

I expected Joseph to be more consistent with his 

friendships and his relations with other people 

than he was. I felt at times that he used his 

friends, that he took advantage of situations, 

Those are characteristics that we don't really 

admire in our neighbors, and when you deal with 

them in a man who is your prophet, they are very 

difficult. 

Q: How did you come to terms with it? 

A: Let me put it this way . . . you could eall 

it the Isaiah syndrome. We don't lie awake and 

worry about how Isaiah treated his friends, We 

don't worry about Isaiah taking more than one 

wife, We don't worry about how Isaiah managed 

his affairs in a society that was either political 

or apolitical. We simply accept him. The problem 

with Joseph Smith is not that we don't know enough 

about him; it is that we know too much. 

Q: Let's talk about polygamy. How do you feel 

about Emma's friends who became involved with 

Joseph? Wasn't that a kind of betrayal on their 

part? : 
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A: I wish that we had taken a paragraph to de- 

scribe this type of situation better, It hap-_ 

pens when there is a war or insurrection or gold 

rush or frontier where society's controlling 

pressures for relationships between men and women 

and relationships between law and order are lifted 

because society is in a ferment, When we look 

back on what happened from a twentieth-century 

perspective, we judge those women as having be- 

trayed Emma, That's the word you used. I really 

don't think that they felt that they had betrayed 

Emma, With this heavy new experience that Joseph 

was offering everyone through the growth of the 

Church and the new kingdom, I almost think that 

they felt that Emma betrayed then. 

Q: What about the tendency to blame Emma for 

Joseph's behavior? Was there something amiss in 

their relationship? 

A: What does the abused wife do to get herself 

beaten? I don't see Emma as being a cold and 

frigid woman in terms of not being sexually re- 
sponsive to a husband who was loving and respon- 
sive to her, Now, I also see that she was in 
every respect a challenge; to Joseph because she 

was as smart as he was and she was better educated 

than he was. He had far more verbal ability to 

communicate with a crowd, but Emma was the better 

writer, I think, and so there may have been times 

when a power struggle might have developed; maybe 

that was it, 

Q: As a Latter-day Saint, do you feel a sense of 

responsibility for having presented information 

that might undermine faith? 

A: Whenever someone looks at me and says, "I've 

had a terrible time with your book," my heart 

simply aches for them because I did not intend to 

bring into their lives any kind of sorrow or pain 

or disillusionment. Yet, I really think that if 

you have a testimony and claim membership and 

adherence to a certain belief that your responsi- 

bility is to know something about that belief and 

to handle the problems that come to you. I guess 

what I'm really saying is that people are on 

their own in dealing with this. I didn't live 

Joseph's life for him, He did, Mormons have no 

reason to reject their faith or stray from the 

Church to which they belong because the founder 

was not perfect. I think if they do that, they 

have some other reason far more deep than simply 

reading about Joseph's life in a history book. 

Q: You don't see the behavior of Joseph toward 

Emma as inherent in the system as a sort of pro- 

totype of exploitation? 

A: That's a whole other question! I think Joseph 

was as much a product of his time as anyone else 

was, and the Mormons fit well into some of the 

rhetoric about woman's place. I think that Joseph 

exploited women, I think the Church exploited 

women, but all churches exploited women in that 

time. Most men also did, and part of it was 

women's fault; I think that we're all coming out 

of that a little bit. I don't think it's fair to 

blame just Joseph and the Church for doing it, 

but I will not say they didn't do it. How's that? 

Q: What do you see as the most important contri- 

bution of the book? 

A: I hope that what may happen is that after a 

150-year-absence, Emma will come back into Mormon 

history. Hers is an interrupted tradition, that 

of a strong, intelligent, capable, spiritual 

woman building a church institution along with 

her husband, I hope that some day Church members 

will be curiously surprised that we didn't always 

know about Emma, 

Q: How has the book affected your own life? 

A: Absolutely transformed it. Somehow or other 
tenaciously holding on to Emma's story and being 
absolutely convinced that we were going to finish 

it changed both our lives, For me it gave me the 

confidence to go back to school, to finish a 

degree, to get a job, It has been the single most 

exciting thing I have ever done, 

Q: What are you doing now? 

A: I am teaching history at Northern Arizona 

University--Latin American history, American 
history, women's history, and at the same have 
a half-time appointment to direct the Center 

for Colorado Plateau Studies. My next project 

is to rewrite my dissertation, a biography of 
Emma's son, David Hyrum Smith, for University of 

Illinois Press. @ 

Interview with Linda Newell 

Q: Some readers of your book have been over- 

whelmed by feelings of sympathy for Emma, feelings 

of loss and betrayal. I'm wondering if that is a 

process that you went through-~-and anticipate 

that we will go through but come out someplace 

different, 

A: Yes, we each went through a process of evalu- 

ating what all of this means to us personally. I 

suspect, however, that everyone, having their own 

individual perceptions, will have a somewhat 

different experience. For example, that process 

was not the same for Val as it was for me because 
we are different. But the important thing is 

that new information and knowledge changes our 

perception, and sometimes our lives, It is up to 

each of us to determine whether those changes are 

positive or negative, And I don't think that we 

all need to agree in the end in order to feel 

comfortable where we are individually. 

Q: How do you feel about Joseph's deception-- 

his involvement with other wives without Emma's 

knowledge? 

A: Perhaps it wouldn't be so hard if we hadn't 

been taught that a man couldn't take a second 

wife without his first wife's permission. While 

that may have been the idea later in Utah, it was 

not taught in Nauvoo, nor does Section 132 of the 

Doctrine and Covenants teach that, But that 

aside, the deception is unnerving to us all, It 

hit me hard early on, It did help some--for a 

while at least--to find that they used a system 

of "code words" in which to couch the public 

denials. In Kirtland, Emma reacted very strongly 

to the incident with Fanny Alger. I believe that 

the reason Joseph didn't tell her when he began 

taking other wives in Nauvoo was because he loved 

her and he was afraid she would leave him. She 

did later threaten divorce, so his fear was not 

unfounded. He did not want to risk losing her. 

He was caught between what he believed was a 

revelation and his love for his wife, and that 

sets up a very difficult situation for both 

of then, 

Q: And that's how you can understand the be- 

havior? Do you believe that all of Emma's women 

friends who were involved with Joseph also allowed 

themselves to participate in that deception be- 

cause they too were convinced this was a revela- 

tion from God? 

A: Yes, and Joseph extracted a promise of secrecy 

from each one, 

Q: The follow-up question, then, has to do with 

Emma's faith, It almost comes back to the tradi- 

tional understanding that Emma was less faithful 

than the other women and Joseph in her ability to 

accept new revelation, 

A: No, I don't think that's fair either because 

Emma's position as wife of the prophet made her 

situation unique and it makes comparisons like 

that difficult. With the exception of plural 

marriage, Emma believed and took part in every 

doctrine and practice of the Church, She was 

baptized and confirmed a member of the Church; 

she received her patriarchal blessing; she be- 

lieved the revelation that Joseph gave to her in 

Section 25; she was the first woman to receive 

the endowment and even received the highest order 

of the Church, the second endowment. Joseph had 

convinced her that obedience to him was an impor- 

tant step for her to obtain the endowment, and 

she finally gave him other wives. Afterwards, 

she vacillated back and forth between acceptance 

and rejection, When she realized that her own 

children might some day be involved in it too, 

she took her final stand against it. Although 

Emma believed to her death that Joseph was @ 

prophet, she saw his human side more than anyone 

else, and that's why the human side of Joseph 

comes out in this biography. 



Coming to ‘Cerms with mma 
Q: I'm wondering about your statement "she knew 

his human side better than anyone else." It does 

sound like she may have had reason to think poly- 

gamy might not have been a revelation. 

A: We tried early in the book to prepare the 

reader for Emma's later rejection of a a revela- 

tion by quoting Joseph as he told Oliver Cowdery 

and Hyrum Page, "Some revelations are of God, 

some are of man, and some are of the devil." 

Then we said that "Emma would one day conclude 

the same thing about a particular revelation on a 

new order of marriage." (p. 30) We also drew on 

our own experience personally with people in the 

Church today and also on our historical research, 

expressing what had become very clear to us: 

People who deify our leaders and see them as 

infallible inevitably have problems when they 

find out that they are real people, 

Q: How do you feel about polygamy? Do you think 
Joseph Smith was inspired? 

A: For the nine years that we worked on the 

book, the questions I got about Emma were: "Did 

she do this?" or "Did she do that?" or "How did 
she deal with this?" The book seems to have 
answered most of those questions for people. 

I'm being asked how I feel about it and how I 

have come to grips with some of the implications 
of the research, I find that I'm still working 

through some of it. Some things I feel comforta- 

ble with and other things I'm still working out. 
I'm to the point where I'm ready to put some of 

them on the shelf for awhile and maybe take them 

down later and think about them to see if I have 
any new insights. 

Now 

Polygamy is one of the things that I do have 
feelings about now. There is no doubt in my mind 

that women were exploited through polygamy, not 

just in Nauvoo but in Utah. Granted, there are 

all the beautiful stories about sister-wives and 
those wonderful friendships among the wives. I 
have wonderfully close friendships with many 

women, They are like sisters to me, but I don't 
feel that I have to share a husband with any one 

of them to achieve those friendships. I've always 

thought that Joseph believed he had the revelation 
from God, But it's easier for me, personally, to 
believe that Joseph made a mistake than it is to 

believe God would mandate a system that created 

so much pain for both sexes but particularly for 

women. I simply don't believe that God is sexist, 
and I don't believe that He exploits women, 

I understand that this attitude presents a lot 
of other problems, but I'm not asking anyone: 

else to accept my conclusion as theirs. Each 

person has to come to terms with it in his or her 

own way. And every Mormon woman does have to 

come to terms with polygamy, That's hard because 

it is still a part of our doctrine even though it 

is no longer a practice, For years and years, it 

has been an issue that has simmered beneath the 

surface but has seldom been talked about by women, 

Q: How about Emma's almost successful effort to 
destroy polygamy? Did you find yourself cheering 
when you wrote that part of the book? 

A: I knew enough about what was to come later 
for Emma to do much cheering. I knew the accusa- 
tions that would later be leveled at her for 
using the Relief Society as her forum to fight 
polygamy, and I knew that the organization would 
be dissolved for nearly ten years. I felt that 

Emma had been isolated from her friends on the 
issue of plural marriage and had been backed into 
a corner, She fought with everything that she 
had to fight with--including the Relief Society. 
You remember that Joseph was the one that asked 
that the "Voice of Innocence" be written, and 
then when Emma read that to the Relief Society, 
it backfired, and he blamed the women, 

Q: Have people tried to disprove or challenge 

you on your research, on your analysis? 

A: No, but I think that will come. I think the 

research is pretty solid--that is not to say that 

we found everything because I have discovered 

several more things since the book was published, 

I suspect there will be more, There are people 

who will come to different conclusions about some 
of the aspects of the history than we have. 

That's fine, In fact, I think that neither Val 
nor I believe that just because what we have 

written is now in print that it is the last word 
on the subject, We have gone farther than anyone 
else ever has with Emma, and I think it will be 

a long time before someone covers that same ter- 
ritory or goes beyond it. 

Q: What about parts that you left out? There 
have been so many stories about the rewritings, 

A: Oh, I would love to talk about that. Most 
people believe if you cut a manuscript, then 
you have censored it. Nobody censored our manu- 
script. Any good writer, teacher of English, or 
editor knows that about one-third of most prose 
consists of "lard," We began the cutting, which 

So what 
we were determined to do was cut the fat. 

the publisher requested, knowing that. 

Q: And you feel that was all that happened? 

A: Yes. We rewrote sentences, we took words out, 

we took phrases out, we condensed and condensed 

and condensed, Very seldom did we cut out a 

whole paragraph or a full page or an incident. 

Q: You've made reference to the fact that 

you've been careful not to allow your feelings 

and opinions to enter in, Are you happy with 

that now, or are there any places that you wish 
you had been either more analytical or had added 
more opinion? 

A: I think that we could have added some things 

about Joseph--without tipping the balance toward 

a biography about him--to give a more rounded 
view of him. That would have made it a lot easier 
for some people to read the book, 

Q: Some people have said, "I wish the book gave 

more of the views of the authors because I trust 
their views." Do you wish you had allowed your- 

self a little more of any kind of analysis or 
feeling to show through? 

A: In general, I'm comfortable with the amount 
of opinion in the book, The other side of that 

coin is that when you have two people who are co- 

authoring and sometimes view things differently, 
you make compromises. 

Q: That's really a question that I would like 

to have you talk about just a little. How did 

the collaboration work? Did you divide up the 
writing? 

A: When we did our first draft, we secluded 

ourselves in Park City for two weeks where we sat 

across a table from each other. I said, "Okay, 

I'll start here," and Val said the same thing. 

When I caught up to where she was, I would skip 
ahead, "Okay, I'm starting here," I would say. 

Then she would catch up to where I was, and we 
would go on from there. 

Later we did divide it in larger sections, 

but then periodically we would get back together 
to go over what we each had written. We would 

sit next to each other with a manuscript in front 

of us (each having gone over it earlier) and inte- 

grate our comments back and forth, We did about 

five drafts of the book that way. Sometimes we 

did it through long, late-night phone calls. Val 
has a wonderfully broad vocabulary and a nice 

way with phrases, Her skills certainly enhanced 

my sections. My organizational skills and meti- 
culous sticking to detail helped clarify the 

areas where Val was a generalist, So we played 

back and forth off each other in ways that I 
think really helped. 

Q: Now, what are you going to do next? 

A: Right now, editing Dialogue is a full-time 

job for me, I'm feeling frustrated because I 

don't have more time to write; I have several 

essays promised that I need to work on, and at 

least three more biographies. My next project, 
which I hope will turn into a biography, has 

nothing to do with Mormonism, however. I think 
that will be refreshing and not nearly as tedious. 

Q: It's nice that there's life after Emma. 

A: Can you imagine how nice it will be to do 

something where my subject is not at the center 

of a controversy within my own religion? M 

Polygamy’s 
Paupered Princess 

Mormon Enigma: Emma Hale Smith, by Linda King 

Newell and Valeen Tippetts Avery, Doubleday & 

Company, Inc. (1984, Garden City, New York). 

394 pages, $19.95. 

The human capacity for denial is awesome, If 

the pain is more than we can bear, the dissonance 

too great, then we don't see what is before us, 
don't hear what is ringing in our ears, and don't 

remember what we experienced, Like some Vietnam 

veterans, we can carry sickening scenes buried in 
our brains for years, until they surface in an 

unguarded moment and emotional hell breaks loose. 

This is a book about different kinds of denial: 
Joseph Smith's public denial of what he felt 

compelled to practice in private; Emma Smith's 

inability to accept that he was actually prac- 

ticing polygamy and was not going to stop; her 

refusal to tell her children the truth, resulting 
in an RLDS crusade to deny what so many in Utah 
knew to be fact, 

Although this book is a biography--history-- 

its psychological dimension is strong and made me 

want more psychological information about human 

response to such trying, traumatic circumstances, 

As history, the book is first-rate, presenting 

much new information and challenging several 

long-held positions, Without question, this is 

one of the best Mormon biographies written to 

date. It presents three-dimensional human beings 
caught in a passionate, painful struggle, It 

also raises disturbing questions about Joseph 

Smith's character and truthfulness and about the 
institution of polygamy. 

Through all Joseph's and Emma's trials, the 

book documents their continuing extraordinary 

love for each other: When the grieving widow was 

blessed that "the sorrow she bore would be the 
crown of her life," Emma "lifted her head" and 
said, "My husband was my crown." 

This book reshapes our image of Joseph as much 
as it fashions, where none really existed before, 
a clear image of Emma. It does all this persu- 

asively by just presenting the facts. There is 
not a lot of exposition, interpretation, or anal- 
ysis. From the tone of the book, one gathers 
that the "facts only" approach was chosen because 
many events in Emma's life and aspects of her 
character had become controversial, with different 
camps holding different viewpoints. The authors 

never overshoot the evidence, but neither do they 
offer the kind of informed interpretation that 

makes for a truly great biography. The truth is 
that only a few biographers achieve that, and 

those who fail in the attempt can ruin what would 
otherwise be a fine history, Newell and Avery 
don't risk that, so we get inside Emma just as 

far as the evidence will take us, and that turns 
out to be quite far indeed, 

Some of the most revealing material in the 

book concerns Emma's vacillations over polygamy... 

We see her go from one extreme to the other, 
particularly during one year. In about February 

1843, she had a physical confrontation with Eliza 
R. Snow, then one of Joseph's wives, in which 

some accounts describe Emma pushing the pregnant 

Eliza down a flight of stairs, Just three months 
later, in May, Emma "finally agreed to give Joseph 
other wives if she could choose them." Shortly . 
after she witnessed Joseph's marriage to Emily 

and Eliza Partridge that month, she changed her 

mind again and "was more bitter in her feelings 

than ever before," Emily Partridge wrote. Emma 

seemed to "have come temporarily to terms with 
plural marriage" toward the end of that summer 

and told her hired girl Maria Jane Johnston, "The 
principle is right but I am jealous hearted"-- 

something that she said she needed to repent of. 
Then in November Joseph suddenly became sick at 

dinner, and "Evidence suggests that Joseph indeed 
accused Emma of poisoning his coffee." Emma 

threatened divorce, seemed to hint at suicide, 

and finally forced Joseph to promise to end his 

other marriages and move his young wives out of 

the Mansion House, early in 1844, 

While she clearly suffered intense personal 

anguish over the question, lost control of herself 
at times, and was physically ill during times of 

great stress, still she didn't abandon Joseph or 

quietly accept polygamy. She used Relief Society 

meetings and endowment ceremonies as opportunities 

to speak against "The Principle." We see periods 

of true defiance, where Emma determinedly and 
courageously worked against her husband's explicit 
teachings about a doctrine linked in his follow- 
ers! minds to their salvation. 

Central to this book's new portrayal of Joseph 

are repeated, well-documented, numerous instances 

(continued on page 16) 
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LUSTERWARE 

It dropped so low--in my Regard-- 
I heard it hit the Ground-- 
And go to pieces on the Stones 
At the bottom of my Mind-- 

Yet blamed the Fate that flung it--less 
Than I denounced Myself, 
For entertaining Plated Wares 
Upon my Silver Shelf-- 

I was introduced to this Emily Dickinson poem 

twenty-five years ago in an American literature 

course at the University of Utah. I remember 

feeling intrigued and somewhat troubled by it, 
perhaps because the professor was a lapsed Mor- 

mon, Was that how it felt to lose faith? A 
sharp crash, an irrecoverable shattering, then a 

recognition of having been deceived? 

Since then I have lost faith in many things I 

once highly regarded, among them Olympia type- 

writers, New York Times book reviews, texturized 
vegetable protein, and yes, like most Mormons 
alive, I have had to reconsider some of my deepest 

religious beliefs. I have always been a somewhat 

skeptical person. I can remember raising my arm 
in Beehive class in the Sugar City Ward and tell- 

ing my teacher that regardless of what she said I 

did NOT think that polygamy was sent by God. 
That kind of behavior may have had something to 

do with the palm reading I received from another 

teacher during an MIA gypsy party. She traced 

the lines on my upturned hand and told me my 
"head" line was longer and better developed than 

my "heart" line, For awhile I worried about that. 

As I have grown older, I have become less 
fearful of those "stones at the bottom of my 

mind." In fact, I am convinced that the ability 

to give up on a cherished belief is sometimes as 
conducive to spiritual growth as the ability to 

hang on. All of us meet challenges to our faith: 

persons who fail to measure up, doctrines that 

refuse to settle comfortably into our minds, 

books that contain troubling ideas or disorienting 
information. The temptation is strong to "blame 
the fate that flung it" or to ignore the crash as 
it hits the ground. Actually some people seem to 

have foam rubber rather than stones at the bottom 
of their minds. May they rest in peace. Most of 
us, however, are forced from time to time to 
reconsider old beliefs. 

I find Emily Dickinson's little poem helpful. 

Some things fall off the shelf because they didn't 
belong there in the first place; they were "Plated 
Wares" rather than genuine silver. At first I 
didn't fully grasp the image. The only "Plated 

Wares" I knew anything about were made by Oneida 

or Wm, Rogers, Although less valuable than ster- 
ling, that sort of silverplate hardly falls to 
pieces when dropped. Then I learned about lus- 

terware, the most popular "Plated Wares" of Emily 

Dickinson's time. In the late eighteenth century, 
British manufacturers developed a technique for 

decorating ceramic ware with a gold or platinum 

film. In one variety, a platinum luster was 

applied to the entire surface of the object to 

produce what contemporaries called "poor man's 

silver." Shiny, inexpensive, and easy to get, 
it was also fragile, as breakable as any other 

piece of pottery or china. Only a gullible or 

very inexperienced person would mistake it for 

true silver. 

All of us have lusterware as well as silver on 
that shelf we keep at the top of our minds. A 

lusterware Joseph Smith, for instance, is unfail- 

ingly young, handsome, and spiritually radiant-- 
no paunch, no hooked nose, no ulcers, A luster= 

ware image fulfills our need for an ideal without 

demanding a great deal from us. There are luster- 
ware missions and weddings, lusterware families, 

wards and bishops, lusterware scriptures, luster- 

ware careers, and yes, lusterware visions of 

ourselves. Most of these will be tested at some 

point on the stones at the bottom of our minds. 

The process is painful, but it is one of the 
essential processes of mortality. 

I am comforted by the notion that somewhere in 
the depths of my own person, I have the ability 

to distinguish the real silver from the fake. 

Are those stones at the bottom of my mind reason? 
The light of Christ? Either way they represent 

the irreductible base of what I know, the flint 
against which I measure the shiny phantasms of 
this world, I am struck with how frequently and 

how positively the scriptures speak of stone. 

Lehi, Abraham, Jacob, and Elijah built altars of 
stones, Nephi struck fire, and David killed the 
giant with stones. God wrote His law on stones 

hewn from the mountain by Moses. Christ is our 
ehief cornerstone; Peter invites us to become 

"lively stones" in the kingdom of God. 

6 EXPONENT I 

EAST & WEST 

The temptations of skepticism are real, Sweep- 
ing up the lusterware, we may forget to polish 
and cherish the silver, not knowing that the 
power of discernment is one of the gifts of the 
spirit, that the ability to discover counterfeit 
wares also gives us the power to recognize the 

genuine. May we learn to pray with the brother 
of Jared, "Touch these stones, 0 Lord, with thy 
finger, and prepare them that they may shine 
forth in darkness," (Ether 3:4) 

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich 
Durham, New Hampshire 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE—. 

THAT IS THE QUESTION 

Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with 
what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged; and 
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured 
to you again, 

Matthew 7:1-2 

Abortions will not let you forget. 
You remember the children you got that you 

did not get, 
The damp small pulpe with a little or with 

no hair, 
The singers and workers that never handled 

the air... 5 

I have heard in the voices of the wind 
the voices of my dim killed children. 

I have contracted. I have eased 
My dim dears at the breaste they could 

never suck... 
If I poisoned the beginnings of your 

breathe, 
Believe that even in my deliberatenese I 

was not deliberate . 
You were born, you had body, you died. 
It is just that you never giggled or 

planned or cried. 
Believe me, I loved you... 
Believe me, I knew you, though faintly, 

and I loved, I loved you... 

from "The Mothers" by 
Gwendolyn Brooks 

, Chicago, 1944 

Our fourth daughter, living in Los Angeles, 
called two days ago after visiting her 0.B, "The 

baby's dropped, Mom, everything's perfect--in 

position, all set. And he says it weighs about 

seven pounds! Be ready to come!" 

What could be more exciting? Their first baby 
after a year and a half of being married, teaching 

school, running a tennis camp, planning a home. 

At twenty-six and twenty-eight, the new mother 

and father would welcome that first baby like 

little else they had ever welcomed, As we would 

welcome our tenth grandchild. 

Three months ago, our third daughter had her 
third child, a boy, perfect. Another ready to 

flourish in a home where he would be loved and 

nurtured, And we would be grandparents again, 

relishing this stage of baby-loving in a far- 

from-empty nest. L 

At almost the same hour, a friend's daughter 

had a baby girl with spina-bifida--a spinal 

eolumn unclosed, a first child for the daughter, 

a first grandchild for my friend. Three weeks 

and three operations later, my friend wept into 

the phone, "How can we stand to see that little 

baby suffer any more? The little thing cried so 

much that she hardly had a voice when she came 

out of the operating room with tubes everywhere. 

And no matter what they do, the doctor tells us 
she'll never be functional; in fact, she'll be a 

vegetable. And so much pain. . ." 

Still another week later, "Her own doctor, 

who's a stake president, says for my daughter to’ 

go ahead and get pregnant again, as soon as they 

can, and hope for a well baby. But the second 
month they can tell if it's spina-bifida and can 

abort--that no one could think it anything but 

merciful to everyone--certainly not a sin or 

something to feel guilty over, certainly better 

than being afraid to try again." 

The mysteries, The contradictions. The claims 

and counter-claims. The personal experience 
together with the marches, the declarations, the 

court decisions. The media reporting alarming 

attacks on Planned Parenthood clinics, equally 

alarming injunctions by religious leaders against 
abortion on demand as "heinous birth control, mur- 

der." The Silent Scream, a film accorded by some 
the status of scripture, condemned by others as 

distorted, propagandistic--the question of when 

life begins becoming a new kind of hype that has 

divided the country as few issues have. 

All this in a time when at last widespread 
consideration is being offered to the emotional 
and temporal welfare of women confounded by ill- 
conceived (literally) and ill-fated motherhood, 
A world of active sex and inactive restraint, to 
be sure, but also one of much thoughtful appraisal 
of old values and new possibilities, 

How in this world to make sense of any of 

it, let alone come to grips with what I might do 
in a similar situation? 

I think of the twelve-week-old fetus in Anatomy 

I lab floating in a bottle of formaldehyde, about 
the size of the wooden Christ Child in the creche 

that we bought in Bethlehem, and of the amorphous 

but specific outlines of babies of each of our 

three oldest daughters as I watched them having 

ultrasound scans for possible problems--of the 

very different destinies for each. One of those 
forms miscarried at 12 weeks, No one made a 
whole lot of fuss, Of course there was disap- 

“pointment, but the doctor assured the mother and 

father that they would have more, that this fetus 

obviously was in enough trouble to self-abort. 

For the other two, the ultrasounds were at the 
end of their pregnancies, the amorphousness had 

taken shape, even the sex was visible. (Techno- 
logy not withstanding, I prefer the ultimate 

surprise!) For the baby boy--an easy birth, for 
him an easy first year of life in an adoring 
world, For the baby girl--the end of a tenuous 

six-month existence in that womb, a monitor after 
for another six months to assure warning should 
the fragile heart or imperfect lungs quit in 

the night. I think of the precariousness, the 

imperativeness of her survival. And I go cold 
thinking of anything that might ever have damaged, 

let alone destroyed, her or her healthy little 
cousin, At the same time, I admit, I would have 
eared even more intensely, about the fate of 

their mothers. 

Was there ever an issue to be given more 

thoughtful, prayerful consideration? An issue 

more subject to subjectivity? How to let the 

gospel, its interpretations, and its interpreters 

bear on all that is there to be wrestled with? 

How to keep in mind Micah's summation, "What doth 

the Lord require of thee? but to do justly, and 

to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?" 

(Micah VI:8) 

Twenty-seven years ago I was happily pregnant 

with that fourth daughter, the one now about to 

have her first baby. While her three older sis- 

ters, still little girls, watched, I was trying 

one day to put a new lining in the old family 
cradle, laughing because I was so out of sorts 

trying to make the sides fit the pink satin, Not 

my line of work, and we all knew it. I turned on 
the TV to help--to the PBS channel and, ironical- 

ly, to the story of Margaret Sanger, The impact 

of that documentary has never left me. When I 

tuned in, Margaret, a nurse in a Brooklyn tenement 

around the turn of the century, was trying to 

save the life of a woman who had tried to abort 
her baby with a coat hanger, Bleeding to death, 

the woman wept to the nurse who held her, "I 

tried to tell him where they came from" (pointing 
to what seemed to be a roomful of children in 

that sad one-room apartment), "but he says I'm 

the only thing he has--and what could I do?" 

I watched that film to the end, saw Margaret 
Sanger struggle to educate those tenement women, 
fight for them in court, get sanction for them to 

take some reasonable control of their lives before 
they lost them, becoming subject to scorn, harass- 

ment, and threats, defending herself in court and 

on the street because she was the first advocate 

of birth control for the poor. 

As I watched I poked my needle through the 
stiff old wicker to the soft satin of the cradle 
that had rocked three generations of wanted babies 

to well-fed sleep, thinking, "There but for the 
grace of God go I." I felt surrounded by outra- 

geous grace, I wholly believe in God as the giver 

of the life I love and want so much to pass that 

life along. 

Complicated, that giving of life, and the 

giving and taking of quality of life. I never 

felt more humble, nor more wishing whatever grace 

had been mine with the heirs of those women in 

the film. 

Four years later, I had a fifth baby, with 

complications enough that I had to have a tubal 

ligation after she was born miraculously well, 

even beautiful. This despite my addiction to 

Demerol, the drug given me for gall bladder pain 

over and over in the last trimester of my pregnan- 

ey--the administration of which preserved her even 

as it threatened her and destroyed me in prolong- 

ing our ability to hold onto each other into the 

eighth month. 

but to have new strength, as she became the family 

plaything, happiness for us all. 

We were both not only to survive, 

(continued on page 17) 



ONE WOMAN’S PERSPECTIVE 

NOW THAT SUMMER 
IS HERE 

Self: Why is it that even though I have placed a 

picture of a Vogue dress on the refrigerator 

door, I have just opened that same door and wolfed 

down a generous pot of potato salad? 

Because you put the picture on the door, Sytph: 
You long ago It called attention to the door. 

learned to resist Vogue. 

Self: But I want a new dress for summer? Isn't 

that motivation enough? 

Sylph: No. In your heart of hearts, and under- 

neath those layers of fat, you think that some- 

where there is a dress that will make you as 

glamorous as if you were thin, 

Self: But I am really trying! I heard that most 

fatties eat too fast, so by setting the stopwatch 

and chewing every mouthful twenty-three times, I 

managed to slow down to ten minutes! How can I 

reach the forty-five minutes that diet doctors 

suggest? 

Sylph: By eating more food. 

Self: Thanks a lot! You're a BIG help! 

Sylph: Helpful, yes. Big, no! 

Self: Come out of there, I say! 

Sylph: Not until you stop stuffing and start 
stiffening. 

Self: I want to know why I can't be satisfied 
with one treat at a time? Why can't I stop at 

one M & M? 

Sylph: Because sugar breeds a desire for sugar. 

Self: But I do the same thing with bread and 
yogurt and everything else! 

Sylph: You are feeding not the hunger of the 
body, but the hunger of the soul. 

Self: Don't get pious with me, Sylph. 

Sylph: What I mean is: You eat to keep from 

doing something important with what talents you 

have. 

Self: I have noticed that every time I do some- 

thing really important and challenging, like 
introducing a bill on the floor of the Senate or 

opening on Broadway, I can't eat, but later, 

after the strain is off, I make a glutton of 

myself, 

Sylph: Most people function best when just a 
little hungry--not dying of malnutrition, you 
understand, but just a little hungry. 

Self: That means then that the only time I can't 
eat is when I am scared to death. The question 

then becomes, how can I stay scared? 

Sylph: By constantly looking in the mirror. 

Self: You don't have to insult me! I find that 
when I am really trying to concentrate and use my 

brain, I want to eat! 

Sylph: Your body tries to sabotage your mind. 
Try the smell of rotten apples in your desk. 

Self: Rotten apples? 

Sylph: What worked for Schiller might work for 
you. 

Self: Was he thin? 

Sylph: No, but he was a great German poet. 
Maybe you could be one too, 

Self: Sylph, you mock mel 

Sylph: No, I am a mock-up of you, a thin version 

of you, and I can't come out until you stop clog- 

ging my doorway with food! 

Self: I have founded my own little Diet-of-the- 
Month Club--every month a new diet. Why won't 
any of them work? 

Sylph: 
diet. 

Your problem is not finding the right 

Your problem is wanting to diet. 

Self: I DO want to diet! What do you think I am 
so miserable for? Of course, I want to diet! 

Sylph: No. You want to lose weight, but you 
don't want to diet. You are a spoiled, self- 
indulgent... 

Self: Stop! I am trying to be healthy. Why, I 
have even been buying my snacks at the health 

- 

food store instead of the pastry shop. Why can't 

I lose on pumpkin seeds? 

Sylph: Because you eat five thousand of them. 

Self: I hear people say that those who don't 

like to eat don't like to do anything else ei- 

ther. They aren't even sexy. Wouldn't I rather 

be sexy? 

Sylph: Is fat sexy? 

Self: Why isn't it possible that I like to eat 

just because food is good, Must I be suffering 

from supressed hatred of my mother or fear of the 

world or something awful like that? 

Sylph: No, but isn't it also possible to enjoy 
it half as much? Do you have to gobble up every- 

thing on the plate and then chew on the porcelain? 

Self: Stop! You're right. It is a question of 

will. 

Sylph: Okay, when WILL you begin? Why not de- 
clare a fast day, not just once a month but once 

a week? 

Self: On fast day I eat the same as I do on 
every other day, except that I eat it faster! 

Sylph: You're impossible! 

Seif: 
badly enough! 

Okay, okay, so I want to be thin, but not 

What should I do? 

Sylph: I don't know, but if you don't get me out 

of here soon, you'll forget all about me, Remem- 

ber how you cried when the scales hit 1157 Re- 
member how you felt when you were four months 

pregnant and weighing in at 129? Now, think how 

happy you were last year when you GOT BACK DOWN 

to 140? If this keeps up, you may just escalate 
me right into the grave, if you pardon the mixed 

metaphor. 

Self: Okay, I promise you this, Sylph: I will 
let you out very soon. . . right after the next 

Exponent Reunion! 

Mary L. Bradford 

Arlington, Virginia 

LIFE BEGINS AT FORTY 

Life Begins at Forty. 1 remember that book 
from my childhood. It was a slender green volume 
stuck on our frontroom shelf between some Church 
books and Dickens' novels, I never bothered to 
read it. Forty was a millenium away. Then one 
day, quietly, imperceptibly, it sneaked up on 

me. According to statistics, my life was at 

least half over. 

Forty finds women at varied stages. Some are 
at the peak of their careers; others are just 

entering, or re-entering, the labor force. I have 
two friends who have just experienced their first 

marriage; another just became a grandmother. For 

them, important phases of their lives are truly 
at a beginning. 

Personally, I feel very much in the "middle" 
of my life. My five children range from kinder- 

garten to high school, The new and challenging 
experiences of having children drive and date lie 
just ahead, but this is balanced by the ease I 

now feel with childhood sicknesses, parent/teacher 

conferences, cub scout projects, and so forth. 
Most of my time is spent with mothering responsi- 

bilities and working part-time, but I do steal 
moments to read and meditate. During these mo- 

ments of reflection, I have decided that three 

things are especially important to me at mid- 

life: health, self-identity, and family. 

At middle-age, health--once taken for granted-- 

becomes both a precious commodity and a personal 

responsibility. My body will never be as supple 

and resilient as it once was, but it still must 
service me through many years. My stomach muscles 

separated when I gave birth to my first six-pound 

baby. Each subsequent child was a little heavier, 

and the fifth babe--a nine-pounder--stretched the 

"potato sack" beyond recall. At thirty-six, I 

faced the choice of remaining flabby and easily 
exhausted or working to get back some of the 
shape and stamina that I had had before becoming 

a mother, 

I decided to pay the price: to get involved 

in a physical program and stay with it, At the 

beginning of my aerobic dance program, I was 

shocked to realize how out of shape I really 

was, I had always been active, but it wasn't the 

kind of activity that would strengthen my body. 

Seeing the difference this regular physical ac- 

tivity has made in my life (emotional calmness 

and added energy as well as a firmer body), and 

watching my own mother suffer the crippling ef- 
fects of osteoperosis has renewed my determination 

to keep exercise a regular part of my life. It 

is my gift to myself and my family. 

A second thing that I've learned is the impor- 

tance of taking time for one's self, The years 

of motherhood are "giving" years, While there is 

a great growing and refining that accompanies 

this, we often give more than we really need to, 

Determined that our children not miss out on a 

thing, I and many of my friends almost enslaved 

ourselves: not one but two music lessons for 
each child; not just swimming lessons, but soccer, 

gymnastics, and dancing lessons as well, My 
oldest daughter wanted to join the Brownies. Of 

course--after all, the boys had their obligatory 

Cub Scouts, 4-H sounded like a good idea, too, 
But all this involvement meant my own, I burned 
up the gasoline and hours chauffeuring children 

around town. 

I also felt it important to know what occurred 

at the local school, so I joined and became an 

officer in the PTA, filling nearly every post 
up to and including president. I never turned 

down a Church calling either. I was young and 
healthy--why not make all the contributions that 

I could? 

Somewhere, about forty, I realized that I had 

been stretched about as thin as I cared to be; my 

reservoir of energy was not endless, One Church 
job done well now seems enough; one activity per 

child appears adequate. I have found a piano 

teacher who will come to my home to give lessons. 
After many years of service to the PTA, I have 

become aware that younger mothers need to get 
involved, that a monopoly of my time and ideas 
will prevent both my own and others’ personal 

growth, In short, I have learned to say "No." 

The desire for service has not gone away. I 

have discovered that this is the key to a happy 
life. But it now needs to be the kind of service 

that I choose to give. Perhaps I'll feel differ- 
ently at fifty, but right now I sense a need for 
personal refueling, more time to read and medi- 

tate, time to be a lover as well as a mother. 

Balanced with this awareness of the importance 

of self has been an increased appreciation of 

family. A "moment of truth” seems to have hit 

both me and many of my associates in the last 
year or so--the realization that our children 

will soon be gone and that our opportunity to 
enjoy and influence them is but a very few years 

of our lives. I remember too well shrugging off 
the well-meaning words of the grandmothers in our 

ward as I struggled with my first three pre- 

schoolers: "Enjoy them now; they're grown and 

gone before you know it.” 

But it is true. When does this awareness 
come? When your oldest enters high school and is 

seldom home? When your "baby" enters school and 
you have a whole day to yourself? When you visit 
an old friend and see that her children are all 
grown up? This all happened to me in the same 

year, and the insight has hit with a force, 

When the children were little, I schemed ways 
to stay active in the professional world--writing 

stories after they had gone to bed, taking occa- 
sional classes at BYU, practicing daily on the 
organ, I often found myself "chaffing at the 
bit,” eagerly seeking stimulation outside my home, 

My own children have now become a major source 

of my stimulation. I have realized that there 

needs to be a balance between self-actualization 
and service to family. I recently found it sur- 
prisingly easy to give up my organ lessons in 

order to have time daily to accompany two talented 
daughters, one in her vocal practice and the 
other on her violin, Family relationships are 

eternal, and we have a very few years to establish 
them. Many projects simply can, and should, wait 
until the nest has emptied, 

It is something that I 
have struggled with all my adult life. But at 
forty it is easier to sort out priorities, It is 

probably because I am in a good position to look 
back as well as forward. I can now measure time 

in terms of years instead of days. I have some 

experience and insight to combine with relative 
youth and energy--it's a good combination--a 
satisfying age. In fact, maybe that writer did 

know what he was talking about when he made his 
outlandish claim: "Life begins at forty." 

Balance is the key. 

Gladys Clark Farmer 

Provo, Utah 
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Mrs. Carl Roberts, Straight across the street 
in Afton, had a parrot and raised beautiful 
flowers, The parrot was a master impersonator, 
It could mimic any mother in the neighborhood, 
I wish that I had counted the times I heard, 
"Donna=-a-a" and went hurrying home to find my 
mother had not called, 

Of course, every other child within earshot 
had the same experience, On Star Valley summer 
days, the bird cage hung in a big cottonwood tree 
on the south side of the Roberts! house, and I've 
often thought of that fiendish bird Playing a 
constant practical joke on our summer games, 
interrupting with a "Willa-a-a, Shirley-ee-ee, 
Elaine-n-n, Donna-a-a," or whatever, at most 
inconvenient times, 

But I never took a chance, 
Toland (Momma, I always called her) called, I 
skipped right home to find out what she wanted, 
If I hadn't, I'd be obliged to pick my own willow 
and present myself for a few, very few, really, 
memory- jogging switches on my legs. Because I 
always wore Saggy stockings held up by a shoulder 
belt, the switches didn't hurt my legs anyway-- 
only my feelings, 

If mother, Linda 

I was going to say that Momma couldn't hurt a 
fly, but that would not be true: She used to take 
after flies with a vengeance, "I'll get you, you 
black devil," she would exclaim with ferocity, if 
one unfortunate fly slipped through her screen 
door into her kitchen. And she did, too. And she 
could manage a couple of willow flicks at the legs 
of a small girl who had been disobedient. Such 
discipline never left any doubts about her love, 
though, She didn't really say so, but we knew she 
cared, She was unyielding in her expectations and 
her Principles, but at the same time her heart 
housed her children as staunchly. 

She whistled while she worked, or hummed, 
Some of the tunes were sad--"But he never knew 
the sorrow that he brought me, when he handed me the letter edged in black," "Two little girls in 
blue, love," "Oh, I had such a pretty drean, 
Mamma," "After the ball was over." TI did not 
know some of the words were sad. I only knew 
that the sound of a mother making music while she 
worked created joyous good feelings in the psyche 
of her baby girlchild, 

I have said that she was a woman of unfailing 
principle. She held no stock in lies or deceit- 
fulness. If a child had the slightest symptom of 
illness, she and the child Stayed home, away from 
other people. My most vivid experience occurred 
on a birthday--maybe my seventh or so when some 
friends had planned a surprise party for me. 
That very morning my mother discovered a slight 
rash on my tummy, Longingly, I watched out of my 
parents' bedroom window while my friends had my 
Surprise birthday party next door. The day after 
my birthday the rash vanished, 

Another example is told by my sister who 
awakened too "ill" to go to school one morning 
but had recovered by night enough to go ona 
prearranged date. "No," Momma said. "If you 
were too sick for school, you're too sick to go 
to a dance," 

She followed a firm schedule. Breakfast was 
served at eight, a good breakfast of hot biscuits 
with butter and homemade jam, ham or steak, and 
eggs and fried potatoes and plenty of fresh, rich 
milk, The ham was replaced by trout when it was 
in season--pieces Salted, peppered, floured, 
cooked to golden, crispy perfection. We all 
down and ate together, unless Daddy had left 
earlier for the ranch. If we missed breakfast, 
too bad; there was no eating again until twelve 
o'clock when we enjoyed our hot meal: meat, 
potatoes, homemade bread and butter, sometimes 
vegetable or salad (usually vegetables, root 
vegetables that would keep in Star Valley's cold 
winters--carrots, turnips, rutabagas, parsnips), 
Often, too, we would have vegetable soup made 
from the "quarter's worth of boiling beef" that I 
had bought at the meat market or juicy beans and 
ham on crusty chunks of homemade bread, For 
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dessert we forked into pies, mostly--apple, hot 
mince, or berry, Momma didn't like to make cake or eat it. Pies were her forte, and she made the best pie--crust and all--in the whole world, 

Once a month, maybe, she baked cookies--only one kind, brown Sugar cookies: big rib-sticking cookies, plain but brown-sugary, occasionally 
laced with precious nuts, Occasionally, too, 
she made rich suet pudding, smothered in lemon- 
butter sauce, 

But for me, her crowning achievement of al] 
she baked, besides her bread, was apple Pudding, or dumplings. How I loved to open the door to 
the spicy odor of apple pudding after a hurried 
walk home from school for lunch! Tender, crusty, golden dough blanketing spicy, sweet, translucent apples, and around all a buttery, cinnamony, thick but clear sauce, more of which we all wanted, 

Come six o'clock, the table was set and we had Supper, most often great glasses of milk and 
homemade bread, green onions and cheese, 

None of the foods that were Momma's specialties 
have ever tasted as good to me. No wonder kids 
don't like bread and milk anymore, They haven't 
Mother's wonderful, crusty bread to break into 
the milk. So why did I feel ashamed to take that 
Same bread to school in the form of a sandwich on 
those almost-never occasions when I had lunch at 
school? I guess it was because the slices were 
large, a bit misshapen, in contrast to the neat 
store-bought sandwich bread other kids pulled 
from their lunch sacks, 

Momma was almost always home during my growing- 
up years, She was home cooking, or darning socks, 
or doing the dishes, or rocking a not-too-sleepy 
four-year-old to sleep for a nap. She was home 
dusting, and scrubbing the floors, and caring. 
She was home to make mustard poultices for heavy 
chests, to pad up the cold stairs with Olive oil 
and sugar for tickling throats, She was home 
following her schedule: wash on Monday, iron on 
Tuesday, bake on Wednesday, mend on Thursday, 
shop on Friday, clean on Saturday. In between, 
she was helping other people, 

Whenever she was home, she was up and doing 
something. I'm sure that she must have been sick 
sometimes, but I don't remember her ever staying 
in bed until I was in high school when she suf- 
fered through a period of what she called "sinking 
spells." I don't know what they were; I don't 
think the doctors did, either, but she was even 
hospitalized for awhile. 

Rarely, she would go away--to visit teach, to 
nurse a sick neighbor, to help prepare a body 
for burial. And once in a long while, she left 
town with Daddy for a few days. At. those times 
one lonely shild found a spot in the overstuffed 
chair at dusk and wept giant-sized tears for 
Momma, 

She was meticulous in everything frem personal 

cleanliness to household cleanliness (modern wash- 

ing machines don't know the meaning of white), to 
personal integrity. A nickel could lay around 

our house until the owner forgot whose it was, 

and no one would touch it, Mother didn't ever 
say, "Be honest," She just was, and we were, 

too, She would never admit that ours were her 
favorite grandchildren, She loved them all the 
same: She would never even fib about that, 

She had a method, though I don't think she 
realized it--she was so guileless--but she would 

start the dishes or the dusting or whatever, and 

that would start us. I don't remember her ever 
saying, "Do the dishes." She just began to do 

them, and we finished them. 

She wasn't perfect. Who is? She worked when 

she could have and should have played, like going 

for a ride with my dad instead of sticking to her 

routine, , She spoke her mind, She had strong 

feelings, which kept my dad from speculating in 

land and rental property and such. She couldn't 
speak of sex or evils, She had Grandma Ericksen 

come to explain to me about how I was going to "be sick" once a month, I didn't know what she meant until I took a health class in high school, 

Mother always took the part of the underdog, sons-in-law, grandchildren, strangers. As her patriarchal blessing indicated, she was a peace- maker who never sent anyone away from her door hungry, including beggars who knocked from time to time in the olden days, 

When I use my electric Saucepan, I think of 
mother's homemade Soups. Her rolling pin and her washboard decorate the wall above my stove, 
Regularly I lovingly polish the fancy silverplated teapot that she gave me once for my birthday, I use the hand-painted dessert Plates that she had 
given Grandma Ericksen, and I think how generous 
she was with everyone, as far as she was able, 

Her scoop, bent and used, is in my sugar bin, Sometimes her presence drifts through the rooms 
in our house where she slept so often after Daddy 
died. Winter months Spent in Salt Lake, time 
divided among the three of us girls who lived 
here, spawned special memories and experiences, 

Until I was much older, I was not aware of 
mother's health problems when I was a ehild, 
had lost her teeth at about forty-five, around 
the time that I was born,. She had battled skin 
cancer for years, especially one serious growth 
in the outside corner of one eye, Her second 
hospitalization occurred when she had a cancerous 
growth cut off the side of her nose, She took 
acid with each meal to keep a peptic ulcer in 
control, Allergies plagued her, also, post-nasal 
drip keeping her awake much of the time, And, a 
few years before she died, she probably had a 
mild stroke, which hospitalized her briefly, 

She 

But she didn't give in. I remember her saying 
to me once in her later years, "I have to get up 
and going each morning because if I stayed in bed 
one time, I would never get up," 

It was August of the year she died, 1965. I 
had been promising myself and mother that I would 
come to Afton and spend a week with her, Typi- 
cally, I procrastinated Preparations and left 
late, arriving about 9 P.M. Estella, who lived 
next door to mother and cared for her so tenderly, 
met me at the car very upset that I was so late, 
Mother had lapsed into some kind of spell and 
couldn't be aroused, The doctor said that it was 
a stroke, 

All day she had been busy Preparing for our 
visit. She had shopped at the grocery store, 
Prepared a lovely soup that even then simmered on 
the stove. And as she had sat and visited with 
Uncle Walter who had driven from Driggs to see 
her, she slumped over into this helpless state, 

Together Estella and Uncle Walter wrestled her 
to bed, called the doctor, waited for me, The 

doctor said that she would just sleep away. She 

didn't. 

I sent my children home; we hospitalized her, 

and my other sisters came, as did my brother. 

Bitter feelings emerged, The doctor said that he 

would rather not treat her because she should "go" 

naturally. Some of us agreed. Others said that 

we were "putting her away." We cleaned out her 

house and prepared it for rental, I returned home 

for a few days to my children, More unpleasant- 
ness occurred after I left, As she was dehy- 

drating, the doctor decided to feed her intra- 
venously, and she slowly regained consciousness. 

Eventually, we moved her to Salt Lake City to 

a rest home where Elaine, Carrie, and I spent 
every third day with her, She knew us, we knew. 

But she was paralyzed on the right side and could 

not speak, We felt when we were there that we 

could sense her needs but worried that the at- 
tendants did not. 

During those hard days of watching a vital 
person so helpless, we resolved our differen- 

ces. We came, I think, to understand each 



others' points of view, 

ings and concerns. 

And on Thanksgiving 

Elaine's for dinner with the family. 

the bases for our feel- 

we brought her home to 

Our strong 

son, Bill, and his father put her in the back of 

our station wagon where 

and we took her cathete 

eomfortable on the couc 

of feasting on love and 

was happy. 

When the time 

could almost see 
to?" We assured 
often now. 

Friday passed withou 

with her because 

or so. 

we'd made a bed for her, 

r and bottle and made her 

h and had a wonderful day 

good food; we knew she 

came for her to go back, we 

the question form: 

her that she could come out 

"Do I have 

t incident. Estella sat 

she would be going home in a day 

Saturday morning at about 5:00 A.M. I was 

working on a quilt to give Mother for Christmas 

when the phone rang. 

mother has taken a turn 

It was Hill Haven. "Your 
for the worse." 

From then until Tuesday afternoon her thin 
little body was wracked 

another, We stayed day 

or part of it, I stayed 

with one stroke after 
and night. 

raved at the Lord that my mother who had spent a 

life doing good should have to suffer so. 

as I watched the seizures shiver through her body. 

About noon I was relieved by one of my sis- 

ters. 
had died. 

her, 

I had no car, 
At about 2:00 P.M., a call came that mother 

I ran from our house to 
Eighth East, weeping as I went because I had left 

But, oh, what a transformation I saw when I 

gazed upon her now still face. The lines had 
vanished; the strain and effort and suffering 

were past. 
for burial. We felt at 

My sisters and I dressed our mother 

one with each other and 

with her, as we hoped to ever be. 

Our station wagon, which had often brought 

Mother to and from Star 

for the last time in her coffin, to be laid gently 

beside my father on the 

Now I remember her sense of humor, the twinkle 
in her eye. I remember 

Valley, carried her home 

hill, 

how well she could com- 

fort, how she let me sleep with her on the night 

the world was supposed to end. I remember her 
counsel to me in those years of trying to learn 

to be a mother myself: 
Donna, 

got to have patience." 

Common sense, That t 

"Be patient with hin, 
He's going to be all right, but you've 

ypified my mother. She 
was, without a doubt, the brightest star in wy 

childhood skies. Still today, I guess she sends 
her light to me more steadily than any other 

person I've ever known. 

As I ponder my mother's service, her last 

sufferings, and her departure, I feel strongly 

that she would, indeed, have "slept away" but for 

Typical of her kind of mothering, her own choice. 

her choice was to teach 

the lesson of tolerance 

ing, to leave peace in her family. 

her children once more 

and love and understand- 

was accomplished, she could take her departure 

from mortality. This realization has added to 
the lovely little material evidences of her pre- 

sence a spiritual evidence of her presence, and 

Momma's light still lights. my life. 
always will, 

I guess it 

Donna Smart 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Monday night, 
» I inwardly ranted and 

I wept 

And when that 

Every year on July twenty-fourth, or on the 

closest weekend to it, the members of my family 
make their traditional pilgrimage to Luna, New 

Mexico. We pack our bags in Albuquerque, in 

Phoenix, in Corpus Christi, even in Anchorage, 
and then we migrate to the tiny, Mormon-based 

town that pulls us to it for our annual return to 
simplicity. 

Luna consists of a gas station, a Mormon cha- 
pel, a cafe--hours subject to the owner/cook's 

frame of mind, a Forest Service rangers' station, 

a five-room motel--open summers only, a varied 
collection of private residences, and the Luna 

General Mercantile. It is little more than a 
ghost town for fifty-one weeks of the year, but 
on the Twenty-fourth of July the ghosts are ban- 

ished so that hundreds of living bodies can 

squeeze their way in to celebrate Mormon Pioneer 
Day. 

The day begins at 9:00 A.M. when we anxiously 
line the street and await the parade. Most of 

us, the spectators, are worldly-wise., We have 

travelled all over the country, We have been to 
professional plays and sporting events and con- 

certs, We have caustically critiqued million- 

dollar films and bestselling novels. We have 
watched the New Year's Day parades on television. 

But the very air of Luna seems to melt all 
eynicism and sophistication away. We are in- 

pressed with the musical ability of the eight- 

piece band representing: the nearest high school 
in Reserve, New Mexico, We attentively watch as 
every Church auxiliary's float glides by on the 

back of a pick-up truck and as all the locals who 
own horses ride by on the backs of their steeds. 

When it is over, we all decide that this year's 

parade was even better than last year's. 

After the confusion of the parade has cleared 
somewhat, as many people as can, pack themselves 

into the tiny cultural hall of the chapel and 

watch the program. Sometimes a few representa- 

tives of our family slip into the church for a 
minute or so to "see who is there," but most of 

us head straight to the rodeo grounds for the 
main event of the day. We then spend the whole 

afternoon lounging on the hill overlooking the 

rodeo. No one looks at the time, No one yells 
at the kids when they roll down the hill and get 
up covered with pine needles and fine, seeping 

dust. Instead, the managers and housewives and 
students and teachers and salesmen sit on ancient 
quilts, eat tuna sandwiches and Doritos, drink 

vast amounts of soda pop, and occasionally break 
their lazy conversations to turn their gazes to 

the sight of tough men battling impatient cattle. 
It always rains (when the bishop requests good 

weather in his opening prayer it rains less than 
usual), a fight always breaks out somewhere, and 

my .mother and her sisters always take their prom- 
enade around the rodeo grounds, 

I cannot remember missing a Twenty-fourth of 
July in Luna, In fact, in good summers, I spent 
many idyllic days there obtaining an understanding 
of a lifestyle radically different from my own. 

I am very much a city girl. Even in fifth 
grade I didn't succumb to the ambition that 
most of my peers cherished--to raise and train 
thoroughbred horses in Kentucky. I do not have 

the slightest desire to live my entire life "at 
one with nature." Nevertheless, Luna holds a 
definite attraction for me, I suppose that is 
because it is so different from the environment 
that usually surrounds me, City life is wonder- 
ful, but it lacks the ability to provide so many 

sensations, When I return to Luna, I relearn the 

brittle, ultra-clean smell of rural 7:00 A.M. I 
experience the feeling of cold, rough mud between 

my toes. I hear the mixed sounds of crickets and 
screen doors and tires on an unpaved road, 

Little things like these, the simple experien- 
ces, seems to actually change me. I generally 

consider physical exertion an evil to be shunned 

at all costs, I devise elaborate class schedules 
so that I can avoid walking to campus more than 

once a day, But in Luna I go along on walks "for 

fun." I am willing to hike through the woods for 

miles to find the hot springs that my grandmother 
and her sisters remember from their childhood. 

There are other changes as well. I usually 

have to be paid good money to touch any living 

thing that is not a cat, a dog, or a human. But 
a couple of summers ago I worked with some of my 

younger cousins to build an elaborate apartment- 

complex for frogs. After catching dozens of them 

by the river, we set the frogs in their temporary 

new home, The sand structure was complete with 

tunnels, bridges, and a swimming pool. (I never 

escape my urbanization entirely.) 

Another difference I notice in myself relates 
to my general philosophies of time and priori- 

ties. I don't go into a panic if it's 2:30 P.M., 
and no one’s suggested lunch yet, A day without 
make-up, jewelry, and curling irons is no longer 
a tragedy beyond compare, After a time, I even 
quit mentally correcting everyone's English. 
Basically, I suppose I become more like my con- 

ception of how people used to be. I become more 
relaxed, more aware of things that are outside of 
your normal level of civilization, even more 
innocent in a way. 

My belief in the existence of that innocence 

in Luna, I know, is based on a limited understand- 
ing of the whole. My ideas come from listening 
to my mother, my grandmother, and various aunts, 
uncles, and cousins talk to each other about 

growing up in Luna. But what I have heard from 
them reinforces my views. Children's mischief 
was mischievous, not malicious, Adults were 

friendly and hospitable, Any evil in the town 
was not allowed to silently rot into malevolent 
secrecy but was whispered and discussed into a 

type of legendary folk tale. Whether things 
really were that way I don't know. That is the 

way my sources remember it; that is what I vicar- 
iously know it to have been. 

One major contributor to my vision of the Luna ~ 
lifestyle is Grandma's house. I remember it as 
being filled with soft, simple reminders of how 
things were, I can still see the bookshelves 

bearing 1920 editions of the Relief Society maga- 

zine and harmless romance novels, I remember the 
pictures of plump little girls petting chubby, 

round puppies. The best room in the house, the 

attic, was littered with treasures such as in- 

nocuous love letters and huge, flowered hats, 

Because the family sold the house when I was 

quite young, I will always remember its priceless 
wealth just as it was to my child's eyes. My 
mental image of Grandma's house has never been, 
will never be, shattered by my new, “adult” per-— 
ceptions. A place does exist, even if just in my 
mind, where everything is lightly sprinkled with — 
romance and sentiment. 

Things just seem different in Luna. The ai: 
is more peaceful, and the food tastes better, 
the people are more sincere. I still do not want 
to live in a place like that for the rest of 
life. I want to live in reality, not in a beau 
tiful dream, But I can better deal with where I © 
live because I know that Luna exists. I will 
always remember that cemeteries are not always 

impersonal rows of emerald green and blinding 
white. They can be places where families gather 
to visit Papa and Grandma Laney and Granddaddy 
amidst the tall grass and the pine trees and the 
grasshoppers, When I am sitting in the middle of | 
an endless traffic jam, I can remind myself that 
somewhere roads are quiet and secluded. When Four 

time pressures are ruling my soul, I can recall 
the absence of deadlines when we built the round 
swing "up at the head of the ditch." 

Luna gives me the chance to see another exi. 
tence, the chance to bathe myself in a refresh- 

ingly nostalgic aura of simple peace and inno= — 
cence, My summer days there are indispensable 

because they let me escape from the drudgeries of 
reality and renew myself in the pleasure of a — be 
myth, Bee nw oh 

Cynthia Shupe — ve 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
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The View of 12N 
It would be easier to read the room 
with a view of 12N if the men stayed put, 
constant as fathers, But in a room used 
by too many, only the obvious comes 

at you: the smell of yellow teeth, bits 
of fish between them; the lightbulb 
buzz, stains fading white flowers 
planted in threes on a torn mattress. 

A man's world, but no one rents it 
to sleep, They come to watch 12N, 

these men who shape lives because women 

compromise when they should reconcile, 
entertain when they should evict, 

Sitting Desk 

Creases slight as pen marks line the upper lip 

of the woman who sits desk in the building 
at Broadway and west 88th. Or one day 

she's not white-haired at all, but just in 
from Omaha to work up from secretary at Bantam, 
Or seventeen years ago she arrived from Ecuador, 
five children tidy as her blue dress with roses, 

Or dance, waitress, Greek, Armenian. 
But her eyes 

are always green, the right color for a Leo 

who lets in men wanting a place cheap. Nodding 
yes or no, she scratches at a yellow pad. Perhaps 
her marks define men who rent by the day. Or perhaps 

they spell out dust, blood, puddings with thick cream. 

Tt is not so easy to read a woman who sits desk, 

Letting In Men Cheap 

She wanted to do something first. 
Her sister was the first to graduate, 
Her brother to drop out, 
So Madelline eloped. Married first. 
Mothered first. Divorced first. 

The odds don't improve the second time around, 
The new man walked out 
after dropping her off at St, Luke's 

to deliver her third child. 

She was the first back home, 
First to pass the G.E.D. First 
to give a free hand in raising her three 

to the father she'd run from, 

She's learned to take on a boyfriend 
mow and then--nobody long term. 
And just when she opens herself to night 
and the cold, hope slips in again, 
that spent coal that up's and glows 

no warmth and only enough light to ward off 
dreamless sleep. 

Letting In Men Cheap 

Anne rinses the silverstone skillet 
and with three sprays, blends the smell 

of good steak with citrus room freshener, 
She feeds Ethel, the Irish setter staying 
with her another night while Norm 
glazes the lidded vessels bisqued 
in his last kiln, He'll finish too late 
to stop by . . . but maybe lunch tomorrow. 

Anne's taken eight years to come 

to terms, but she knows Norm likes 

his own house, his bed. He'll go on 
lifting weights, running five miles 
a day, breeding Ethel in season. 
He concedes only to spend no time 
with other women in town, 

So Anne fixes meals, goes to art shows, 

smiles when others say "Norm&Ann" 

as one word, the inflected connective 

gap coming too fast to suggest she's 

thirty-six and without a man of her own. 

10 EXPONENT I 

LETTING GO 
By Loretta Sharp 

view of 12N. 

Stones 

Beth and Willene disagree. Antonio, 
the liveried doorman who nods 

like a scarlet top, and beams, 

has approached Beth, Each night-school 

exam is a paragraph saying something 

like "American children watch too much 
t.v. Agree or disagree." Could Willene 

teach him when to agree? Or he'll stay 

a doorman the rest of his life, and he's 

already forty-eight. How much might she charge? 

Willene complains: she cannot understand 
half that he says; Beth learned Spanish 

on her mission, Elise Portuguese on her's; 

they are English teachers, too. "He wants 

you to teach him," says Beth sweetly. 

Elise grins, knowing how this will end, 

"But you and Elise pray to bless other lives, 

I ask to be left alone." Willene feels another 
stone roll to the wall holding her in, 

Raise a child alone, That's good for a row 

of stones. Put yourself through school 

while you raise a child alone, Take on 

boarding school children, and learn that 

each student poem costs five of your own, 

Stones shoulder high. Your daughter finally 
off to college, and you come to New York, 

In your first writing workshop, learn that Dorette's 

afraid to cross Washington Square alone 
after class, that Marie can't decide 

whether to marry the man she lives with. 
That the teacher wants the workshop to succeed 

because this is a new writing program, 

and no publicity's gone out for the Kunitz reading 

on Friday, and what can we do? 

Oh, yes, Anne Sullivan liked teaching Helen 
all right, she liked teaching that water 
"has a name--it has a name." But try teaching 
any one that an essay has shape, Try it, 
and fall a year behind. 

But Willene gives in, "fell Antonio he can pay 

by bringing his family once to church," "And," 

she frowns, "the three of us must take turns." 
Elise grins, knowing how this will end, Willene 
knows, too. She's the one at home every day. 

And how can she teach Antonio that he may agree 

or disagree? Reaching for a pen to sketch 

an essay's shape, she does not see the trowel waiting 

in the pen's place, It's always there, a clean 

promising that its mortared swish will still all 

sound outside the apartment--all sound within. 

Grandmother, Grandmother, 
Grandmother 

Beth and Elise know Willene was the reason 

her dad left a wife and two baby boys. 

Each year he said something like, "Let's see, 

Willene is seven--how long have we been married, 
oh, six, is it?" Her mother looked away or tried 

changing the subject. 

Not knowing that tone is the tenor, her dad 
kept at it until he supposed Willene old enough 

to catch on, Decades later, she will not mention 
her birthday, forgets to send anniversary cards 

to her folks, 

Her grandmothers disliked her dad, so Willene's 
short on grandmother stories. "Well," she tries, 
"when I began genealogy, I learned my ancestors 

were Reorganized. Both sides joined the Church 

under Joseph, left under Brigham, Only one 

great-great aunt walked west with the handcarts, 

Saw what polygamy was like and walked back. 
I was the first after that to find the Church." 

Her Family Group Sheets are stacked by the couch, 

The papers go where she goes. As does the guilt 

at work not done. She says, "Sometimes I'm angry 
with them. If they'd stayed in, all their work 

wouldn't have fallen on me." 

The work's long been done on their lines, but Beth 

and Elise accept the need to trace birth and death, 
seal blood to blood. And they love birthdays. 
Next week they'll treat Willene to the Russian Tea 

Room without wishing a single happy return, Walking 

back should not cost any one too much. 

These poema are part of a manuscript centering on three LDS women who are spending a summer in a 
one-room efficiency apartment in Manhattan; their apartment number ie 12N. 
their building is another building rented by transients, 

Directly across from 

and men come to rent the room with a 

SS eee 

Mother Ties 

Elise sighs that she's sick of being explicable, 
In Beth's smile is her mother, dark-eyed, quiet, 
a woman who'd put in a long marriage to a man 
that cortisone took before the crippling did. 

At the funeral Beth wondered how he'd fare 
beyond the veil, He never got around 
to the church, Proud of her though: BYU, 
Harvard, Argentine mission, first now 
in her class at law school. No one had helped 
Beth with homework, Not her sister, depressed, 
a breakdown, her brother, inactive, her mother, 
inactive. During the funeral, hope opened 

to Beth as she read Isaiah's charge to be 
a repairer of the breach. 

She needed that hope when her mother married 
again--another inactive man and alcoholic, 
But they do things together, Beth says, 
like picking chokecherries. And it doesn't matter, 
does it, that to support the new man, her mother 
sold the house, that she drinks every night? 
They do things together. 

Beth may well be inexplicable, And Willene? 

The oldest and only one of four to finish high 

school, No help with her homework. Her mother 

said not to feel bad about algebra; arithmetic 

was for smart people, Her father paid the rent, 

took the kids fishing each weekend so he could 
catch their limits. 

Willene's older than her two friends, She 
joined the Army because a recruiter lied 

and said the G.I. Bill would put her through 

college, Conversion, temple marriage, a child, 
divorce, school, Four years' tuition 
for a husband who left, seven for herself, five 
years for her daughter's private school, then 

BYU. Money for school all her life, and she 

can't think of a thing she knows--except 

that maybe it's time to stop paying tuition, 

And now in Manhattan at sabbatical's end, 

she dreads going back to the classroom, 

Praying for release, she is told to go home 
and atone for others, Then hours of probing: 

how can someone imperfect atone? The answer: 

atonement can mean lifting others to places 

they would not reach on their own. She 

wishes she'd known when she was still young 

how much of one's life could go to such atoning. 

She'd have sinned more when there was still time. 

Elise, the explicable one, listened to Beth 
give the valedictory one year and Willene 

the next. Not even a gold honors tassel 
for her, And she'd received help. Her folks 

paid for everything. Her mother came to Provo 

before graduation week, locked the dorm room, 

sent in food until Elise finished her incompletes, 

Elise's mother had put herself through school. 
And put aside everything countrified, She taught 

her four daughters to enunciate, "E-nun-ci-ate; 

every syllable has a place." Daughters, like 

syllables, sometimes lose their place. The oldest, 

in and out of marriage, near-marriage, so many times 

she holds on now, even though it means buying cocaine 

for a man keeping someone on the side, The second 

daughter wandering forever between hospital and 

street, a wilted flower child, pulling each hair 

from her head, refusing a wig. "Like Laman and Lem 

sighed her mother. But then came Nephi and Sam, 

Girls, of course, but scriptures make no provision 

for sisters, Only Elise's youngest sister did 

everything right: college, mission, marriage, 
a tidy life. At puberty, Elise began to perspire. 

Still tied to the litany, "E-lise-you-of-fend," 

she changes clothes several times a day, goes 

to the best hair salons, Dieted a lifetime 
by her mother, she tries every new food in New York. 

Buys gifts for others to atone for self-centered time! 

Seeing the worth of each other, these three know 

birth occurs only in breach, Who, though, can 
explicate the rift that began when Eve was deceived, 

but Adam was not? Or did our mother intend this "fal 

up," knowing that from the disrepair, she'd carry 
a tag-along man, sons punished for their own sin, 
daughters who'd submit because of her whim? And wheré 

the repairer to free up this tracing of mother ties, 

this going back to Eden and Eden again, 



POETRY 

A Romantic Poem for the Night 
Before Turning Fifty-Six 

If "my gender has drifted away," 

I would retrieve it. 
Not by the clumsy grace 

of the Dalmatian leaping and running 

no nose, all face. 

But with Beagle scent 
if asked Why try? Certain why?, 

I would locate the trail 
perceiving unrest 

among the tides, 

changes of color in yogurt and plums 
and russet explosions 

in commas and sums, 

Then having the prize 

secured in my blunted teeth 

I would taste it like curry; 
slowly. Swallow it, Smile. 

And then hurry, hurry. 

Emma Lou Thayne 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Lazarus 

You shuffle down the streets and watch the dust 
Fly with vacant eyes; you sit inside 
And ery while children laugh and women work 

And toothless men display their trays of trinkets 

In the marketplace; you wind your beard 

About your fingers while you listen to 

An inner music others cannot hear, 

Lazarus, you pitiful old goat-- 
Your skin sags like ragged, stinking ashcloth 

That your spirit has outgrown and worn, 

You seem consumed with sickness and disease; 

Do worms that ate your flesh now rot your bowels? 

Mortality weighs heavily upon 

The stooping shoulders of the man who tasted 

Water from the well that never dries, 

The people told the Nazarene that you 

Were dead, and Jesus wept. He held your hand, 

Commanded dust, returned you to a foreign land. 

The people clapped and danced and sang with joy; 

The Galilean searched your eyes with his, 

Embraced you, smiled sadly and departed, 

Leaving you forever changed and lonely. 

Ann Edwards Cannon 

Provo, Utah 

The Candy Palace 

She came to the throne because she thought 

it was time, The exact hour before the alarm, 

Born to the Kingdom, she had all the trimmings, 
certificates bounded in lace, exact replicas 
of how it was done, Of course he held 

his scepter of having passed through, and knowing 

he should (or could) he promised to make her his 
Queen-for-a, well, forever. She, a3 the manuals suggest, 
fell in love with his promise. No one could anything 

but not see how there was no end 

to the rings he began to leave in the tub, 

The thing was he had to hurry to get back to 
the pumpkin that was waiting to turn and never 

This Place 

We are lulled by summer wind 

That moves the whole year long: 

The earth is brown and parched; 

The heat lies close in alien shapes to smother, 

Dry and yellow hot, 

But this is home, 
This is where we make our peace 

With Him who sent us here, 

And start again to sow our seeds 

And learn to love our lot. 

And yet sometimes I yearn for cold. 

The chilling wind of far and northern skies 

Whips and flies about my heart 

And gives no rest. 

My soul cries out as though bereft 

For mountain trees with reddened wood and 

Soft, green ferns the sea fog swelled to cover-- 

These are lost to me and mine, 

The raw wind screaming from the north to 

Howl about our furs and wood 
Called for fire within and made men strong. 

Will my men know the iron tempered by that fire, 

Or will they burn it out in this warm, arid place? 

And will the beasts we've brought survive to 

Breed and bring their young in time? 

And does the crop seed grow 

So far removed from home? 

I fear for us in this warm place, 

And feel how strange it is. 

I long for cold at times, but now 

In warmth we start our life again. 

And I, a woman, 
Mother to my sons-- 

To Seth, to Ham and Japeth, 

Am wife to Noah 
And bend to the will of God. 

Mary L. Heywood 

Vancouver, Washington 

Prescient Moments 

A premonition is the sound 

heard before... 
the cat pounces 

on lids of garbage can 

xylophones, 

Straddling a high ledge, 
the metropolitan cat 

freezes-- 
pawing the sky 

like a tongue of a bell 
hung ready to strike, 

Intuitive grace notes 

clamor, suspended 
resounding ear to ear before 

the downbeat 

clang of cat 

crashes tin, 

Rising After a Rain 

After a rain 

the air unrolls its watered silk 
to ripple in the sunlight, wavering 

through the milk gray clouds, 

Morning comes 

to daughters in Zion, 
and we shape the day for its passing, 

as if absent from it, 

holding to the household's remembered ways. 

complacent, except 

for a moth-of-dream faintly hovering, tucking sleep 

around the hem of mind's waking to tedium, or 
it may be the bluejay's song 

snipping pieces from the morning's stillness, or 

shadows twitching at the windowpane. 

This quickening, 

soft spoken as the lift of birds, 

or the rush of whirring wings in the underbrush, 

it whispers wings 

that throb against our composure, throbbing 

like the flow of honey, 

flowing in our own place, nearer to earth than sky... 

+ + « he vill give unto the faithful line upon line. . « « 

We rise on reed limbs, and 

what we feel spreads sinew and feather, 

lifting in circles from perch to perch, 
as the sun draws the air up into itself 

and we spiral toward our golden hole in the sky, 

Ruth Bowen Thornton 

Fresno, California 

did, Still, she attended his table and served 
appreciative rolls, She kept the throne 

sturdy as home grown tomatoes. This was good. 

The base of the throne, however, had a predisposition 
to lean. He could not sit squarely, and she had lost 
her fixings. Night sickness, she began to think, 
could account for her yearning for nutmeg 

and flour not out of the mill, this longing 

for something more common, a touch perhaps. 

She remembered in Primary playing Persephone 

not wanting to hold the wet hand of Pluto, even to march 
for the crowd. In the end, of course, it was a renunciation 

for air, air. 

Emma Lou Thayne 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

A premonition is the image 

seen before... 
the woman in pink wheels by. 

Held up to the window, the 

finely-shaped Tiffany vase 
of smooth peach-colored glass 
reveals subtle shadows, rainbows 

richly warm, translucent, 

A mauve dress fuses 
elegantly into gentle 

rounded form until slowly, 
the delicate porcelain-skinned 

woman smiles inside out-- 
unveiling a soft prism 

of salmon petals. 

Margaret Rechif 

Menlo Park, California 
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It was the Sundays that made the difference. 

I wasn't born on one, but I was given a name and 

a father's blessing on the first Sunday of the 
month after my birth, I was entered into Church 

records as Bertha Rose, two names cherished by my 

Mother; they belonged to her best friends. 

Now, looking back over half a century, I see 
those milestone Sundays woven into the homespun 

linsey-woolsey of my life; I'm grateful the 
tapestry is still on the loom, 

The Depression weighed heavily on my parents, 

already into their thirties when I was born. My 
birth, that Arizona April, was the first in a 

ragtag, spasmodic proliferation of afflicted 

offspring, marked by birth defect and death. My 

baby brother died; I thought that I'd killed 

him, ("Bertha got the whooping-cough and gave it 
to L.D., and he died," was what they said, but I 
didn't understand, at age two, what they meant. 

I must have pondered my guilt. Before the year 

was out, my faltering, hesitant toddler's speech 

had turned into a deep, settled-in stammer and 

was recorded in my medical records. 

When I was five, the next child, a sister, 
died within a few days of her birth; no one knew 
why. Another sister, sickly and weak, was born 
when I was seven. She had a "birth injury," they 

said, but she lived, She really had cerebral 
palsy, a new medical term not quite in vogue back 

then, 

These mistakes of creation, with death's added 

dimension, made God's Sunday mysteries seem even 

more physical and awesome, On the very first 

Sunday that I can remember, my Father's assistant 

stepped into the middle of my tabby cat's nest of 

kittens; they all died. 

But then, death was all around us that first 

decade. My father, laid off from his job as a 

mortician, began his own mortuary. We were poor, 

but eighty dollars purchased enough to set up an 

embalming room in the back of the house. 

Death becomes more than a part of nature in a 

mortician's family; it becomes a way of life. 

Even Mormon funerals were held on Sunday after- 

noons in those days, almost like another, normal 

Sunday worship service, 

I learned to look for death everywhere, but 

not in a morbid way. It was quite natural for me 

to watch for it, anticipate its easy entrance. I 

kept an unblinking vigil at naptimes as my mother 

slept, just across the big bedroom from my cot. 

I noted each inhalation, every finger twitch that 

indicated she still lived. 

It took my parents ten years to get a robust, 

healthy child. A boy. My mother often said that 

she'd gone down into the Valley of the Shadow of 
Death five times to get us. And she had only 

three children to show for it, 

Sundays were an anathema in those pre-teen 

years; there was a certain built-in predisposition 

for guilt. The Sabbath was rule-rigid, for one 
thing. As in "No picnics, swimming, boating, or 

movies." Temptation made me feel as guilty as 

participation would have done, 

And then there were Mother's Days. My own 
mother was perfect in my eyes, yet poems and 
songs on Mother's Day Sundays about idealistic 

motherhood could send her home in hysterics. 

Working-mother guilt. I learned all about it 

later, but during those young years of my life, I 
was firmly convinced she wept because of my im- 

perfections, of which I had many. 

The worst flaw in my character, I felt, was my 

inability to speak clearly because of my stammer. 

12 EXPONENT UO 

I knew this was surely as embarrassing to my 

parents as it was to me, especially because they'd 

done everything possible to help me overcome this 

dreadful handicap, At age four, I'd been enrolled 

in elocution. I was also sent to a well-known 

speech therapist. At home, I was promised all 

sorts of rewards if I'd just stop doing it; the 

younger children were "catching" it from me, One 

year, my Dad said they'd let me spend the summer 

in Mexico at my uncle's ranch in Colonia Juarez 
if I'd quit stuttering by the time school was 

out, I wanted that trip. I reasoned that if my 

parents thought it was within my power to change, 

then the fact that I hadn't, and couldn't, must 

be because God was punishing me for something 

terrible I was doing wrong. I spent a good deal 

of time trying to think of my worst sin and fi- 

nally asked God to forgive me for picking my 

nose, That didn't work either, and my guilt, 

frustration, and feelings of inadequacy continued 

unabated, 

Something began happening to Sundays, though, 

as I neared my teen years, I discovered Sundays 

held a rare promise; the joys of achievement. 

One Sunday, I wrote my first successful piece 
of fiction, an English assignment. I had composed 

a whole notebook of poems by that time, but this 

weekend homework set my heart on fire. The teach- 

er proclaimed that my story was the best and 

read it to the class. It was heady stuff for a 

kid who stuttered through every sentence and 

seldom spoke out loud in school. 

I was elated, I could feel this new "some- 

thing" beginning to work inside of my head. A 
miracle: the real, though unheralded, birth of 

Me, the frightened child deeply hidden within the 

gangly body of a thirteen year old. 

The small taste of success in writing pushed 

me into more intrepid waters, The next year in 

high school I entered myself in a speech contest. 

I got an older student who was on the debate 

team to coach me every Sunday after meetings 

were over, When I had memorized the entire 

speech and could deliver it clearly, I met the 

greatest challenge: introducing myself by giving 

my name to the audience. I had never been able 

to say my name, and on the day of the contest, I 

still couldn't. After stumbling through the six 

syllables that followed I am, with the audience 
surely as anguished as I, eloquence flowed, and I 

won first prize. 

Mother had a clear idea of what a young female 

should learn to become a proper young lady. 

Besides the elocution training, piano lessons 
were also regularly administered over a period of 

twelve years by a steady entourage of despairing 

teachers. I learned little more than the songs 

in the hymnal, 

As concerned as my mother was with matters of 

deportment, she was much less concerned with the 

training of my intellect, (Most mothers were 

like that back then.) This was wonderful for me 

because the mind of my "real" person was free 

to pursue her own course, I read everything in 

sight, including many more titles than appeared 

each month in the Improvement Era's list of ap- 

proved reading. 

In high school, I received all the proper 

training to be a genteel woman, wife, and mother. 

No career was planned for me; therefore, business 

courses weren't necessary. Instead, I studied 

Latin and French, interior decorating and home- 

making. Later, at Brigham Young University, I 
added creative writing, German, ballroom dancing, 

and the required classes in religion, To my 

bemused bewilderment, I was also accepted into 

Cougarettes, the pep-squad. I had auditioned, on 

a dare, during an hour of unaccustomed self-con- 

fidence. My acceptance made me feel the same way 

that I'd felt when I wrote the winning essay and 

won the speech contest. 

And I did find a husband at BYU. We started 
dating almost as soon as school started, He 

was a returned missionary, which made him as 

religious as my parents required, and as worldly 

as I'd hoped for, I fell deeply in love. He 

proposed one Sunday in March, We were married in 

September. It was 1950. 

Sundays were different only because now there 
was so much to do, My husband was in his junior 

year; after graduation, we faced many years of 

postgraduate work, The budget was tight. Nothing 

that I'd been schooled in spelled breadwinner. 
So I borrowed a typing manual and learned how to 

type while I tended a neighbor's child and awaited 

the birth of our first, Juli. A few lessons in 
Pittman Shorthand from a retired Englishman in 

Vienna got me a job at the American Embassy there 
while my husband attended the university. Back 

at BYU, I enrolled in Gregg and accounting, did 

alterations on my portable Singer, typed my hus- 

band's master's thesis, diapered Robin (who had 
been born in Vienna), and gave birth to our third 
daughter, Jill. In between pregnancies, I held 

steady jobs; during pregnancies--Michael and 

Lisa--I typed drafts for law books. 

A $5,500-per-year salary as a full-time teacher 

at Arizona State in 1959 was a well-earned reward 

for my husband; we felt quite grand, but not 

terribly rich. So I left Lisa as a baby, and 

then Dan after he was born, in the care of my 

mother-in-law, to pursue a career in accounting. 

By the time I was pregnant with Jan, I had my own 

accounting practice in one corner of the boys" 

bedroom, 

I taught Church classes, presided over auxil- 

iary organizations, directed children's choirs, 

stitched and baked and forgot to remember how old 

I was. But it was a good life, full of challenges 

counter-balanced with the joys of watching each 

hospital bed and wept over the loss of the seventh 

child, Jan, who was to be buried the next day. I 

wouldn't be able to attend the funeral, and be- 
cause I'd been under anesthesia during the five 

short hours of Jan's life, I'd never seen her. 

Early the next morning, with the deep under- 

standing possessed by only those who have simi- 

larly grieved, my mother went to the mortuary and 

dressed Jan in her burial clothes, Then she 

wrapped her in a shawl, being careful to shield 

her face from the breeze of curious eyes, and 

brought her to me so 1 could hold her, memorize 

her face, and stroke each perfectly formed fin- 

ger. Those moments with Jan are among the great- 

est gifts my mother has given me, 

We added two more children: Freddie, a Navajo, 

and Floyd, a Choctaw, After a childhood filled 

with so much death and then the loss of Jan, 1 

other grow. 

But one black stab of a Sunday I lay ina $ 

just couldn't seem to nurture enough. 

on two acres of land just outside of Tempe, Our 

neighbors were old friends; hand-picking couldn't 

have selected better people to share our lives. 

Returning from the mountains one stormy Sunday 

afternoon in 1970, I felt especially blessed as I 

looked at our small crowd there in the car. It 

was 5:00, I was to remember later. My brother-- 

that beloved, healthy last sibling of the first 

decade of my life--was dying, with his wife, ina 

plane crash in Mexico. My parents would now, 

again, bear the pain of the loss of still another 

child, and six small children would be orphans. 

But life was good, We built our dream house 
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There was no time to indulge in sorrow; the 

living needed full attention. My brother's six 

children joined us--the oldest turned ten, and 

the youngest not quite two. My children now 

numbered fourteen, We had two Freds and two 

Robins. 

An addition to the house was quickly sketched 

and construction began. While we waited, we 

placed beds in every room, ate on makeshift 

tables, wrestled with both the pain and the tri- 

umph of getting to know each other better. 

We also planned a wedding, Juli's, I stitched 

dresses for bridal attendants and the younger 

girls, and when nerves made me heave for twenty- 

four hours before the wedding, neighbors added 

the finishing touches to an elaborate reception. 

By the time the first spring had arrived, we 

had added a swimming pool to the new construction, 

and, to the cacophonous beat of simultaneous 

practicing on two pianos, we began to settle into 

adequate, comfortable housing. 

Questions poured in from everywhere, and the 

local paper printed a picture of one of our family 

home evenings. Most of the queries concerned the 

cooking of so much food at one time; we found 

this both amusing and amazing. Food preparation 

was almost incidental; physical needs are much 

more easily met than emotional ones. We marveled 

that no fewer than three children were in crises 

at one time. Traumas ran from big to little. I 

learned to remain placid until I saw blood and to 

appear completely controlled in emergency rooms. 

In fact, I excelled in basic calm demeanor, 

and I got too good at it. 

My total emotional breakdown was seven years 

coming, but the threads, invisible at first, 

slowly became a pattern. The loss of physical 

health was the first outward signal of failing 

emotional stamina. 

I observed this gradual shutdown of emotional 

energy more from the viewpoint of observer than 

that of participant. I was keenly aware of the 

process and marveled at the capacity of the human 

brain to protect by simply turning off feelings, 

one by one; when I'd run out of feelings, I began 

closing out people. 

I hid from my neighbors and ceased attending 

their showers, weddings, and funerals. I viewed 

normal celebrations from grotesque angles. One 

Mother's Day, I obliged the children by attending 

Sunday School; they wanted so much to see me get 

the prize for having the most children, I felt 

that I didn't deserve any honor; I had given 

birth to fewer than half the children I was at- 

tempting to raise, The honor was fraudulent; I 

was doing a lousy job. I wrestled with guilt 

constantly, arguing that I had certainly never 

billed myself as a perfect mother and that it 

wasn't my fault that I had been weighed and found 

wanting. 

I also reasoned that a kind, loving Heavenly 

‘Father never places burdens on shoulders too weak 

to carry the weight, It therefore must follow, I 

reflected, that my inability to ably bear my load 

was a sure sign of deep, but curable, weakness, 

But there was another problem, something else: 

seedlings of questions, furrows of thought, all 
laid out in a ragged pattern just under the top- 

soil of my mind, My bent toward self-analysis 
probably had its earliest beginnings during that 
first decade of life when psychological survival 
had most likely depended upon my ability to figure 

out why "things happen." I entered adulthood and 
marriage almost simultaneously and was reminded 

rather regularly that I was too introspective, 

too self-absorbed, and that I did too much worry- 

ing about the "little" things in Church adminis- 

tration, policy, and procedure, 

So I had continued to work zealously at either 

the ward or stake level, to bear my testimony, 

confident that I'd surely become more confortable, 

more enlightened in my spiritual questioning. 

I pelted my long-suffering husband with my small- 

ish queries; he was a priesthood-holder, a high 

priest. He knew much more about the gospel than 

I did, I prayed for the ability to be innovative 

enough to teach lessons well within the intent of 

the subjects outlined in class manuals without 

compromising my own conscience, 

Some questions were resolved; the ones that 

continued to plague were buried. Temporarily. 

They had the remarkable capacity to pop up again. 

I found that repressed thoughts and concerns were 

much like the gopher holes in our back field: 

Just when you think that you've filled in all the 

openings, a pile of fresh soil appears in back of 

you. A new hole, to be sure, but the same problem 

grown bigger. 

By the summer of 1975, three basic elements-- 

church, home, and*family--seemed to have come 

together in an impenetrable obstacle. I had been 

the spiritual living leader in our ward for two 

years; I resigned. I found that I could no longer 

maintain even a semblance of order at home on 

Sundays that had become horror stories: Church 

schedules turned us into a Grand Central as the 

rest of the family rushed in and out between 

church and leadership meetings. And on the days 

that it all became too much, I'd hide in the 

bathroom. The children learned not to even knock 

on the door. My husband and I communicated only 

when necessary; I gradually shifted more and more 

responsibility to him, I had no ehoice, He 

accepted in silence. 

I thought that I'd grown barren of all emotion, 

but I found that I knew little about the condi- 

tion. All loss is followed by some form of anger, 

and I hadn't spent too much time being angry in my 

life, The sudden onslaught of anger left me 

breathless, as its dry heat rushed in to fill 

every crevice that caring, loving, feeling had 

vacated. I had not only ceased to love everything 

that I had once cherished--marriage, family, 

church--but I was filled with a fury so frighten- 

ing that I dared not give it vent. 

It was a Sunday--a Mother's Day--when I finally 

realized that I'd literally have to save my own 

life; nobody could do it for me. I was my own 

responsibility. I could remember the woman who 

had once been a vibrant personality in our home. 

That she could never return I knew as surely as I 

knew that the remaining essence of that woman 

would survive. I had learned another truth: It 

is extremely difficult to give up your own life 

for the sake of others. That deep, instinctive 

will to live, buried in our souls, takes charge, 

issues commands, and the healing process begins. 

And so, on that Sunday in 1976, I knew the 

time had come for me to walk away. I had felt 

that to take care of me--my healing--was selfish; 

I came to realize that the epitome of selfishness 

would be to continue to take up space in the 

lives of so many people who needed so much of 

what I could no longer give: loving care, 

thoughtful attention, carefully planned schedules, 

responsible problem solving. 

Stability, feelings slowly began to return. I 

found an apartment in Phoenix, not far from where 

I worked as an accountant, but the leaving took a 

long time and was even more painful than I'd 

imagined it could be, After some long counseling 

sessions with a remarkable LDS psychologist, my 

husband was able to see and acknowledge what I 

had come to understand. And with the help of 

that same counselor, we found an appropriate way 

of describing the dilemma, as well as the cure, 

to our family. It took almost a month of several 

gut-wrenching evenings a week until fourteen 

loving, supportive individuals and then our own 

parents had received separate explanations, We 

all did a lot of crying in those weeks; I felt at 

times that I would quite literally drown in my 

own tears. I had remained dry-eyed for nearly 

two years, and when I finally began to let it all 

come out, it seemed there would be no stopping 

the flow. 

During this difficult period, Michael received 

bis mission call, and we held his farewell service 

before ward members (other than our home teachers 

and the bishop) began to learn that I was no 

longer living at home, I had not even thought to 

prepare myself for what followed. 

Except for a handful of hearty, empathetic 

souls, the ranks closed behind me as surely as if 

there had been a death in the family; food was 

even sent in for the first week or ten days. 

When I did choose to attend a church service with 

the family, I met with many hastily averted eyes 

and closed faces. I was confronted over the 

telephone for hours of agonizing conversation; I 

was silently confronted by hostility in church 

corridors, I wondered often which of us--friends 

and I or family and I--was really out of touch 

with reality. My father, in deep anguish, claimed 

that divorce happened only when one of the part- 

ners was immoral; he tearfully begged to be told 

which one of us it was. Just before our divorce, 

my husband, who writes lovely poetry, penned a 

description of my inner anger/terror that so 

captured my exact feelings that I wept when I 

realized how well he understood, but he ended 

his poignant lines with this heavenly supplica- 

tion: "Loving Father, make mild forgiveness rich 

and full." 

Forgiveness for what? I did not feel that 

I had sinned; yet my first, so natural, response 

was to feel guilty. My second response (even- 

tually becoming instinctive) followed hard on 

the heels of the first--intense anger. I began 

to work diligently to rid myself of both emo- 

tions. The guilt is gone; some of the anger is 

with me still. 

Alone, then, after the divorce, I began to 

heal, The first year I stayed close for holidays 

and family celebrations and shared as many paren- 

tal responsibilities as I could handle. When I 

grew fearful or terribly lonely, I sang. « + and 

sang . . . and sang--all of the Primary songs 

that I'd taught to so many children and favorite 

hymns: "I Am A Child Of God," "0, My Father." 

My professional life, which had given me a 

guy-line for the last few critical years, now 

formed a new frame around me, With the help of a 

loving mentor and counselor, I started to grow 

again; that elusive real person, at the center of 

me, first recognized when I was thirteen, began 

appearing regularly. So regularly, in fact, that 

soon I was she and she was me and I gave her a 

new name: Margot. Oh, the crowning joy of having 

a name guaranteed to sail through my lips in 

consummate clarity! 

Reconstructed patterns of acting and thinking 

enabled me to thoughtfully and objectively mold 

Sundays into something a little closer to the 

true intent of the Sabbath as a day of rest and 

worship. It was also a subjective remodeling 

because I could experiment and find out what 

worked best for me, I had dreaded Sundays for 

most of the years of my life, The miracle wrought 

by the change of direction was both rapid and 

remarkable, (continued on page 18) 
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TELL OUR DAUGHTERS... 

Not long ago I met my dear friend and neighbor 

Susan at our local laundromat. Though I was just 

recently married and as yet childless, we fell to 

talking about children while her first born, a 
son, toddled about our legs. Her second child 

lay enfolded within her. 

"It'll probably be a girl this time,” she 

remarked with a hint of a sigh. 

And immediately in a flash of imaginary trans- 

ference, I could see myself, a new mother, being 

presented with a little rosebud of a girl, swad- 

dled in white fluff. 

"I don't want a daughter!" I blurted suddenly. 

Susan turned to me with a look that said it all: 

"What's wrong with you? Every woman wants a 
daughter to cuddle and nurture and raise full 

blossom." But the visions of ribbons and lace 

and dollies and all those dresses that I'd love 

to make, the little smocked ones and the long 
formal ones, filled me at that moment not with 

delight but with fear. "Dear Father, don't send" 

me a daughter!" 

I surprised myself more than Susan. When I 

was younger, I envisioned lots of little girls in 

my life, blond cherubs to dress up and teach to 

cook and cross-stitch and clean, to read great 

books to, to write great words to, and to play 

great music to, I would help them to wax strong 

in the gospel so that they might wain gracefully 

in faith when disappointments came and know them 

selves to be valued as women in a changing and 

challenging world. 

But marriage didn't come. I grew, and my 

branches--tilting and reaching toward the sun as 

it moved across my sky--now present an altered 

pattern from the one of ten years ago, I married, 

yes, a most wonderful man who was well worth the 

wait, but at 31, not 21. Mutual goals and plans 
have forced us to delay children for a time, so 

there will be fewer now. But until this moment 
their gender had not mattered. A daughter! The 

thought paralyzes, but why? 

Not until recently have I come to realize that 

despite long years of independence, hard won 

through personal struggle and career frustration, 

I have just now completed a 31-year "symbiosis" 

with my own mother. Symbiosis is a biological 

term now popularly used in psychiatric circles in 
reference to the intense closeness between mother 

and child, a continuation really of that organic 

relationship between womb and fetus. Psychia- 

trists tell us that if we do not get enough of 

this love in the early stages of growth, we will 
look for it all our lives. It gives us the se- 
curity and courage to develop our own individual- 

ity, a process that begins at about age three. 

The separation usually proceeds easily for little 

boys and with difficulty for girls, Boys are 

trained to become independent at an early age, 
while girls are taught to value more the rela- 

tionships that they form--to symbiose. 

iM * EXPONENT I 

Since childhood my mother and I have been 
close--perhaps too close, I see now. We loved 

and fought and hurt and made up, and, whether we 

knew it or not, became each to the other, the 
most important entity in our lives. Our separa- 

tion has been painful for both of us, But I 

think that I have finally reached an age at which 
I am able to better understand the conditions of 

her life, the subtle social pressures that not 

only pressed her into a mold but led her to be- 

lieve that she even liked it. At last I am able 

to see her as an individual in her own right with 

needs, hurts, desires, confusions, fears of her 

own. But it has taken concentrated effort to 

detach old feelings of my "rights" as a child and 

that child's vision of a woman who, while she 
gave much, never gave what I somehow felt I need- 

ed, even though I was never sure what that was. 

I know of very few women, within the Church or 

without, who have what they would term "good" 

relationships with their mothers, All will laud 

their mothers as good nurturers, caretakers, 

counselors, even friends, but always there is a 

sense of something lacking. Some women express 

open hostility, but most feel a deeply affection- 

ate frustration, born, like it or not, of a de- 
pendence on their mothers for approval. Even 
women who feel that they have achieved a certain 

independence in many areas--be they social, fi- 

nancial, professional, or familial--still depend 
at some inner level on Mother for validation. 
Blame usually enters into the more blatantly 

unpleasant mother/daughter relationships, as each 

blames the other for personal disappointments 

("How could you fail me like this?") as well as 
the inability to accept responsibility for her 

own life. 

Many daughters mistakenly feel that the problem 

is all their mothers': "If only she would change, 

accept me for what I am (even though I do not 
seem to want to accept her as she is)." We think 
that we are so independent of them that in many 

eases, especially with increasing age, we feel 

that we become mothers to our mothers. This 
feeling, however, ignores the fact that we still 

depend on them; we are not separate. We think 

that we are taking care of them, but in reality we 

are doing so to earn approval. We want des- 

perately for them to confirm us as women, After 

all, Mother was our first role model, and we need 
her not only to show us the way but also to give 

us positive strokes as we go. 

We can hardly blame her or ourselves really. 

With the best of intentions, she tried to protect 

us; however, this kept us very subtly dependent, 

a child, "safe." Hence, I think that I, and many 

like me, grew up with little or no sense of myself 

as a woman. At thirty I still thought of myself 
as a little girl. (How many times have you heard 

a grown woman quip, "I'm trying to decide what 

I'll be when I grow up?") 

I have thought about this a great deal and 
have come to the conclusion that I really had no 

reason to think of myself as a woman because my 

mother was not a woman, and neither were any of 

the other females in my life. They were all 

mothers, not women. Women were those creatures 
that we saw in magazines that had about them an 

aura with which we felt uncomfortable. They were 

beautiful and alluring in lovely clothes; they 

were "sexual," None of the females I knew were 
like that, nor did I see any magnetism between 

them and men--all the fathers I knew. In fact I 

never even saw any signs of affection between 

parents, my own or others. I grew up never really 

comprehending that there might be something spe- 

cial between mothers and fathers, 

Sex was gradually explained to me as I grew 

up, but I was always uncomfortable about it. 

At first the changes in my body were just some- 

thing to deal with, but later there came warn- 

ings--dont's when it came to boys. As my body 
developed, I became nervous about wearing a bath- 

ing suit, and showering with the other girls after 

gym class was mortifying. "Oh, don't be a baby," 

I was told, but wasn't my modesty what my mother 

wanted? Why be a woman when every one of them 

that I knew seemed to signal in so many little 

ways that womanhood, as signified in hips and 
breasts and thighs, was a dangerous--albeit nec- 

essary--prelude to motherhood, 

None of the women whom I knew took pride in 

themselves as women, women who seemed to relate 
intimately with their men, To these good church- 

going matrons, womanhood seemed to be simply an 

essential incidental to the coveted state of 
motherhood. I believe now that this perceived 

denial of female sexuality deprived me of what I 

needed most--identification with a woman who was 

comfortable with herself, aZZ of herself, 

I got very mixed messages about my female 

identity. It was always associated with roses 

and white dresses and faceless young men in white 

suits and temple marriages and, ultimately, that 

hazy Hallmark-card-photo-image of a young woman 

with a babe at her breast. I was told, "Your 
body is beautiful; your body is a temple." But 

on the other hand, I was told to be careful about 
my clothes--armholes, legholes, neckholes--lest 
some boy see what is inside and want to handle 

it. Bermuda shorts, one-piece suits, and "built 

up" formals please; this was for my own good, or 

I might be attacked, and I would certainly be 
immodest, If my mother and the women that I knew 
viewed our budding with so much uneasiness, then 

why was it so wonderful to be (1) a woman, (2) a 
daughter of God, (3) a mother in Zion? Subcon- 
sciously I must have decided that womanhood was 
too complicated and too difficult, that it was 

better to remain a child, a good little girl--and 
I was for thirty-one years, despite career, fi- 

nancial autonomy, and single life in a distant 

city. 

But my case was no different from others among 

my LDS peers. Most mothers naturally tried to 

protect their daughters from all the bad things 

and to prepare them for the only good thing-- 
motherhood--by loading womanhood with so many 

negative messages that many of us grew up with 

conflicting ideas, unnecessary fears. Most, I 
think, in an attempt to block out the "bad," 

simply developed unrealistic romantic expectations 

of an "ideal" marriage--in the temple of course. 
We cannot blame our mothers, surely, because to 

raise a daughter to be a well-adjusted, autono- 
mous, and independent woman who is secure in her 

feelings about herself was a challenge for which 

few were prepared. 

But are we, the mothers of tomorrow, any better 

prepared? Are we any more confortable with our 

"sexuality" than our mothers? I remember some 

years ago participating in a ward "book group"-- 

six or seven women who met monthly to discuss 

some classic literary work of our choosing. We 

had been discussing Virginia Woolf, and the talk 

turned to things womanly. Most were shy about 

discussing their men and their feelings about 

themselves until our young bishop's wife, mother 

of five, broke the ice and told of a humorous 

incident in which her husband had pinched another 

woman's bottom in a museum by mistake, thinking 

it was hers. We all dissolved in laughter, but 

I know there were mixed feelings. The other 

women, all married, seemed inhibited, yet re- 

lieved; I, the only single woman there, was abso- 

lutely amazed, Our bishop pinched his wife's 

bottom, and our bishop's wife liked it! Well, 

why not? Sexuality is not necessarily lecherous, 

but a delightful, bonding part of love. 

Because we live in a culture that tends to 

substitute motherhood for femaleness, I think 

that most LDS mothers tend to identify their 

feelings about themselves with their images as 

mothers, rather than as women, But how do we 

become mothers? Isn't that just as beautiful as 

motherhood? If it is, and the Lord has told us 

it is, then we need to make certain our daughters 

know it. Psychiatrist Aaron Esman says, 

(continued next page) 



The development of adolescent girls is probably 

the most complicated process in human growth. 

. « « A daughter needs the day by day percep- 

tion that mother has chosen her role, and is 

not constantly embittered and bored... . It 

is very important for the girl to sense that 

her mother has a reasonably satisfying sexual 

life, so that she can see that the relationship 

between a man and a woman is rewarding. She 

sees something exciting up ahead toward which 

to grow. 

"Tell our daughters . . ." begins Besmilr 

Brigham's beautiful poem, and well we must if we 

are to raise righteous women who know themselves 

as women of God, not just daughters: women who 

are secure in their identity within God's plan, 

who delight in their physical aliveness, who 

creatively use this vibrant resource in that 
ultimate communication with the men of God which, 

in a moment of magic, can turn their promise into 

perfection; women of freedom and courage and 

gifts unknown to their mothers, the greatest of 

which will be the knowledge and certainty of who 

they are, spiritually, intellectually, physically. 

"Tell our daughters . ..." Is there a daugh- 

ter waiting for me? If she is there, I am still 
afraid, but only because I have so much that I 

want ‘to tell her. I want to tell her that to be 

born female is an awesome privilege, an ever- 

unfolding adventure in divine possibility. 

Lynnda S, Cramer 

St. Louis, Missouri 

SISTERS SPEAK 

Last time we asked the question: "If you had 
a feminiet friend who vas interested in the 
Church, what aspects of the gospel would you 
share to support that person's search for truth?" 
Thie puzzled editor is wondering why so few of 
our readers responded. President Kimball hae 
prophesied of the great missionary work that will 
be done among women in the future. Hopefully, in 
preparation for this work, other sisters vill 
discover and share their thoughts on encouraging 
feminist women and men in their search for truth. 

We thank Jerrilyn Black of Logan, Utah, and 
Marlene Hill of Pacifica, California, for their 

letters. gaa 

Sieter Black writes: 

A feminist friend, in seeking spiritual an- 

swers, has become a believer in reincarnation. 

That is, she sees herself as an eternal soul ona 

long repetitive journey to seek unity with a 

universal Oneness. By experiencing many cycles 

of birth, death, and rebirth, each new life 

builds, unbeknownst to itself, toward perfection. 

Her belief gives her ways to interpret her life 

and to find an ultimate purpose and meaning for 

existence, 

My friend may know that Mormonism could serve 

many of her spiritual needs, Yet she may not re- 

cognize one powerful and stunning difference of 

Mormonism from her reincarnation concepts: In 

Mormonism we never lose our known identity. To 
put it in her terms: After our death, we are 

"reincarnated" as ourselves. We continue our 
awareness of who we are, who we have been, and 

what we are becoming throughout our eternal pro- 

gression. This knowledge of oneself as a pre=- 

ciously unique, experiencing, and progressing 

being will not be "lost" after death, according 
to our Mormon beliefs. Instead, self-awareness 
will be the very means and rationale by which one 

can recognize each step along the way to perfec- 

tion. 

Stster Hill writes: 

friend who was interested 

in the Church, I would show him or her that the 
Lord is mindful of His daughters and has set in 

motion the process whereby women will achieve 

their rightful status in His kingdom. 

If I had a feminist 

When the Female Relief Society was organized 

in 1842, Joseph Smith told the sisters that 

", . . knowledge and intelligence shall flow down 

from this time henceforth." (DHC IV, 607) Six 
years later, the first women's rights convention 
was held in Seneca Falls, New York. Here the men 

and women adopted a Declaration of Sentiments 

that called for women to have equal rights in 

education, property, voting, and other matters. 

The women's movement was born! 

A similar analogy occurred with the genealogi- 

cal movement. In 1844 a group of Bostonians met 

to discuss a common interest and then established 
the New England Genealogical Society, the first 

of its kind. (See New England Historical and 
Genealogical Register, January 1945.) This was 
only eight years after Elijah the prophet appeared 

to Joseph and Oliver in the Kirtland temple, 

restoring keys that would turn the hearts of the 

children to their fathers, (D&C 110:13) 

The Lord works in His own ways. He said that 
He "established the constitution of this land, by 

the hands of wise men whom I raised up unto thie 
very purpose . . ." (D&C 101:80) Surely it is no 
coincidence that so many great men should be 

gathered together in a relatively small geographi 

cal area at one particular point in time. 

In like manner, I marvel that a group of Lat- 

ter-day Saint women would be gathered together in 

this same New England locale at the precise point 

in time of the latest wave of the women's move- 
ment. I remember my aversion to those bra-burning 

libbers of the late '60s-early '70s, and, orthodox 

Mormon that I was, I had not begun to grapple 

with the issues of feminism that these women were 

tackling. I'm grateful that they published their 

"pink" Dialogue, the red one, and especially this 

Exponent II! 

For the Summer 1985 issue, please respond to 
the following "Sisters Speak" question: "Do you 
feel that geography or location affects the ways 
that women interpret and live the gospel? In 
vhat ways? Are there specific issues that you 
face in your area that you think are peculiar to 
your location? Explain them to us, please. Hae 
where you live or have lived influenced your 
spiritual growth?” 

Please have your responses to us by Auguet 1, 
1985. Be sure that your ansvers are double-spaced 
and typed (48 charactere to the line). 

SISTERS HELP 

Prom time to time over eleven years, women have 
vritten about a troubling experience or an issue 
and have invited other sisters who are readers of 
Exponent II to comment, offer an insight, or 
share a similiar experience that might be helpful 
to the troubled sister. Most women who have 
asked for helpful responses to their problems 
have insisted that they do not seek a preachment 
but rather a sympathetic suggestion of what might 
help them get through the rough places, resolve 
the dilemmas, pick up their Lives, and go forth. 
Groping for a forum to let thie happen, we here- 
with institute a new and not-necessarily every- 
issue-colum that we call (in the tradition of 
Mormon Relief Society and heritage in general) 
"Sisters Help.” 

We print invitations from two sisters with two 

issues to which we hope that you will respond. 

If others of you decide that you like thie forum 

and submit a problem/subject, please indicate in 

your letter to ue whether or not you wish to have 

your name and addrese published in the paper with 

your letter. 

1. Paula Goodfellow of Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

writes: 

I'm writing to ask if you or any of your read= 

ers has any information that will shed light on 4 

matter that is of some concern to me, When my 

husband was on a mission in Norway, women were 

permitted to sit and hold their babies in the 

priesthood circle as the babies were being given 

a name and a blessing. I recently heard of this 

being done in Japan also. Yet when a friend of 

mine recently had her child blessed, we discovered 

the bishop's handbook does not mention if women 

may or may not be present, although a nonmember 

male may stand in the circle and hold the baby. 

We asked several local Church leaders if they had 

heard of women in the circle during the blessing 

and got a lot of shocked stares. We have heard 

one story of a woman in a Manhattan ward standing 

in the circle during the blessing of her child, 

We'd like to hear from the women out there. 
Have any of you stood in the circle or sat and 

held your child during the blessing? Have any of 
you asked for permission to do so? Does anyone 

know if this was permitted at a time in the past? 

2. Another sister from Los Angeles anonymously 
urites: 

I have gone through hell for the past three 

years, We were regarded in our ward as one of 

those "perfect Mormon families"--that is, until 

everyone found out that our second son was and 

had been deeply involved with drugs. He went 

from being a loving, fun-loving, beautiful boy, 

to being a hard, unreachable, deceptive delin- 

quent. He was and is out of control, We tried 

family counseling and special services offered by 

the schools and the state and then by private 

hospitals. None of them helped, and he seems to 

pull further and further from our family. We 

have searched for answers to the question: Why? 

We have found none, Some friends have been sup= 

portive; some have been eritical. Most simply 

avoid us and avoid the subject of our son, After 

being such a part of the Church community for all 

of our lives, the loneliness and the sense of 

feeling misunderstood and judged is hard. We 

have had lots of advice on what to do with and 

about our son. Does anyone have any advice on 

how we as a family can re-enter the society of 

the Saints? 
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AN HISTORICAL VIGNETTE 

"So you've been reading your great-grand- 
mother's journal, Rosalind?" 

"Yes, my mother just recently uncovered it 
while she was cleaning out the attic." 

"Aren't you lucky? It must be inspiring to 

read about the heroism of those Mormon women 
of an earlier generation." 

"It is, but I'll have to admit it's a little 
depressing, too," 

"How so?" 

"Well, you know, those women seem superhuman 
to me, When you read about the hardships they 

endured and the things they managed to accomplish 

in spite of them--you just feel that you can't 
possibly measure up." 

"I know what you mean, 
grandmother endure?" 

What did your great- 

"She endured rush hour traffic. You know, 

people were still driving a lot then. The price 

was going up, but imagine--you could fill a car 

up for only fifteen or twenty dollars. It wasn't 
until later that most people gave up driving." 

"So your great-grandmother actually drove 
her own car in heavy traffic?" 

"She certainly did, and in those days they 
drove to church several times a week. They were 

always on the road, She lived in Washington, 
D.C., and church was five miles away." 

"Five miles!" 

"Right. There was only one other Mormon fami- 

ly within a mile of my great-grandmother, It 

was like that for most people, so they still 
practiced the principle of Gathering. They built 
big, expensive chapels, all alike, and some peo- 

ple would drive ten, even twenty or thirty miles 
to get there." 

"And they really did that several times a 

week?" 

"Look at this: ‘Thursday, November 15, 1979: 
Made it through another Primary, Arrived home 

6:30 P.M., after delivering Mullins, Gonzalez, 
and McAdee children, Dread the winter months 
ahead when it will be dark and cold when we start 
home, but am grateful every time we make it 

through Chevy Chase Circle without mishap.'" 

Polygamy’s 
Paupered Princess 

continued from page 5 

of his deceiving Emma about polygamy. He allowed 

Emma to lecture the Relief Society women on up- 

holding traditional morals, ignorant of the fact 
that he had already married several women in her 

audience, He let Emma think she chose the Part- 
ridge sisters for him to marry and went through 

the wedding ceremony without telling Emma that he 

had already married the sisters two months before. 

He took more wives even after he promised her 
that he wouldn't, and he planned liaisons while 
she was away. The examples go on and on, and 
they present a problem that is not easily dismiss- 

ed when examining his character, 

This book, together with Richard Bushman's new 
book Joseph Smith and the Beginnings of Mormonism, 
and two recently released letters dealing with 

Joseph's involvement with folk magic are contri- 

buting to a re-evaluation of Joseph's character, 

The book being discussed should probably bear the 
greatest weight in that process because it is the 

story of the person closest to him and his treat- 
ment of her, 

The book includes several detailed examples of 

Joseph's other marriages that take us closer to 

the heart of the polygamous experience than we 
have been before. The stories of Helen Kimball, 

Mary Elizabeth Rollins Lightner, and the Partridge 
sisters provide an inside look at how women were 
approached, what persuaded them to accept, and a 

bit of the ambiguity with which they then had to 

live. This is the private side of polygamy, and 
it is stunning here in its intimate portrayal. 

The psychological power 
proposals lay, in part, in his connecting them to 
the salvation of the woman approached as well as, 

sometimes, her entire family, Fourteen-year-old 

of Joseph's marriage 
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"It brings a lump to your throat, doesn't it? 

You can sense the tremendous faith she had that 

she was being watched over, It sounds as though 

she did that with a car full of kids, too." 

"I'll say she did, She had six of her own, 

And then she had all these other children whose 
mothers were at work and couldn't drive them 
to Primary on Thursdays." 

"So your great-grandmother stayed home all 

the time with her six children?" 

"Well, no, It doesn't sound as though she 

really stayed home very much at all. She was 

always driving somewhere, She never seemed to 
discover that if she got a job she wouldn't be 
expected to run all the organizations, tend 
everybody's children, and do all the driving-- 

though I think as time went on she began to sus- 

pect it. Here she says, 'Bishop asked me to be 

den mother for another year, When I asked him why 
Marge Marshall couldn't do it this year, he said 

she was working Fridays at the hospital, What 
does he think I do on Fridays, play canasta?' 

She had a touch of rebel in her, I think, Later, 
she took a watercolor painting class on Friday 
nights, even though she knew that was Cub Scout 

pack meeting." 

"She did!" 

"She had a lot of spunk." 

"What was her life like when she was at home?" 

"Well, it sounds hectic, Hers was a very 
nuclear family--most of them still were then. 
They hadn't rediscovered the benefits of communal 
living yet, and my great-grandmother was too 

proud to admit she needed help. Besides keeping 
up with the Mutual, the Primary, the Cub Scouts, 

the PTA, the Little League, and the music and 

dancing lessons, she had to do all the cooking, 
all the shopping, all the cleaning, all the laun- 
dry, all the gardening, all the bathing and dia- 
per changing, and so on and on, It was tremen- 

dously inefficient, Every family had its own 
arsenal of machinery--washing machine, dryer, 

dishwasher, vacuum cleaner, lawnmower, and so 
on, My great-grandmother was always running from 

one to another, And the telephone was al- 

ways ringing. Some nights she didn't even write 
in her journal. She was too tired." 

"I don't know how she did it. Of course, 
Rosalind, it isn't right to be too hard on our- 

selves, either, Remember, each generation has 
its own challenges," 

Helen Kimball said Joseph told her, "If you will 

take this step, it will ensure your eternal sal- 

vation & exaltation and that . , . of your fathers 

household & all of your kindred." She responds, 

"I willingly gave myself to purchase so glorious 

a reward." Where does this promise of automatic 

salvation for a woman and all her relatives fit 
in Mormon theology? 

The book also presents some fascinating nuts 

and bolts of how polygamy worked, such as using a 
few older women to introduce young women to the 

ideas of "celestial marriage." These older women 

then sometimes delivered the proposals of mar- 

riage. We see how women who did not accept such 
proposals were induced to silence when we witness 

the public slandering of all but one woman who 

openly discussed their rejection of polygamy. 

While Emma herself is fascinating, perhaps 

Mormon readers will be even more engaged at the 

picture presented of Joseph as seen through Emma's 

eyes. Others who opposed him on important mat- 

ters, such as polygamy, were excommunicated or 

driven from the Church. Apparently he couldn't 
bring himself to do the same to Emma, And she, 

in turn, wasn't persuaded that his teachings on 

polygamy came from God. He even withheld the 

endowment from her for a time until she was ten- 

porarily more agreeable to polygamy, And she 
threatened him with divorce and stopped just 
short of causing the sort of humiliation that he 

had put her through by keeping her the last to 

know about his sexual unions with other women, 

Joseph, looking "the perfect picture of despair," 
agreed to end those marriages as well as the 

marriages with the Lawrence sisters. And yet one 

"Such as?" 

"Well, for us maybe it's creative use of time. 
Your great-grandmother didn't have to decide how 
to use her time, The Church, the school, and her 
family decided that for her. Her challenge was 
to figure out how to do it all and survive, It 
was a struggle, I don't doubt, but simpler in a 
way, more clear-cut, Still, it's a wonder that 
one could do all that without having a nervous 
breakdown," 

"She wrote once that she intended to have one, 
but she never had time, I must admit she seems 
to have had some hangups, though," 

"Oh? Like what?" 

"Well, she had this strange thing about baking 
bread and making quilts. Every so often she 

brings it up in her journal, especially on days 

when she'd been to Relief Society." 

"Did she actually bake bread and make quilts 
at home?" 

"Well, that's what's strange. I take it she 
didn't really need to do it, the stores had rea- 

sonably good bread and quilts even then, and 

my great-grandfather earned a good salary for 

those days. And usually she didn't have time 

to do it. But she seemed to feel that she should 
do it. Every once in a while she'd bake some 

bread or make one of those yarn-tied quilts you 

see in museums, and then she'd feel better for a 

while, Can you figure that out? 

"I'm a little embarrassed to tell you this, 

but I think maybe I understand what was moti- 

vating your great-grandmother,." 

"What?" 

"The same thing that makes me go out to the 
garage once in a while and sit behind the wheel 
of our old family car. I push the pedals a few 

times, shift the gears, practice signaling, even, 

polish up the windshield, I guess it's a need 
to hold onto the past, to preserve the old 

skills, and--well, to prove to myself that if 
I had to, I could do what they did!" 

"I think I'll start doing that. Then maybe 
the next time I read my great-grandmother's jour- 

nal, I won't feel so guilty." 

Margaret Munk 

Silver Spring, Maryland 

Winter 1982 

of the last acts of his life was to write to the 

Lawrence sisters on June 23, 1844, just four days 
before his death, to ask them to meet him in 

Cincinnati. 

How do these occurences fit with our official 

picture of a prophet of God instituting a divinely 

commanded sexual practice? Can we really accept 
the explanation that the end justified the means 

or that Joseph was simply filled with human fail- 
ings in instituting a divine order? If our tra- 

ditional moral guidelines are so completely sus- 

pended, then with what are we left to judge? 

Finally, Emma Smith's life seems as filled 
with tragedy as that of a modern-day Kennedy, 
Joseph fathered at least four children by other 

women, His death left Emma plagued with debts 

that should have fallen to the Church, Her second 
husband fathered a child with another woman when 
Emma was 59. Her youngest son developed a mental 
illness that kept him institutionalized from age 

30 until his death at age 59. (His illness is 

juxtaposed in the book with his disturbing dis- 

coveries about the truth of his father's involve- 
ment in polygamy.) She was no ordinary woman who 

died at age 75 with Joseph's name on her lips, 

Her denial of polygamy to her children forced 

the RLDS Church to struggle for years with an 
untenable position--the legacy of a trying prin- 
ciple that Emma Smith fought but could not de- 

feat. Her victory came in being able to continue 

loving Joseph, and this book is the remarkable 

tale of that defeat and victory. 

Christine Rigby Arrington 
Los Angeles, California 



Book Review 

The Kings: Mormon Musical Queens in the Big Band Era 

Those Swinging Years: An Autobiography by Louise 
King Rey (Salt Lake City: Olympus Publishing 

Company, 1983), 154 pp., Illustrated, $10.95. 

Those Swinging Years is the story of the sing- 

ing career of the King Sisters, who were nation- 

ally acclaimed radio performers during the Big 

Band era and, later, stars of a popular and suc- 

cessful television show. The book recounts their 

association with Alvino Rey and his band during 

the Depression and World War II, the sisters! 

childhood years, and their re-entry into show 

business after a ten-year hiatus to raise their 

families. 

Their television show then became "The King 

Family Show." It lasted almost eight years, 

until the mid-sixties when, Luise recalls, 

" . . . a lot of the young people didn't 'dig 

it.' Our teeth were too white, and our kids 

loved us. It wasn't the 'scene' with the rebel- 

lious children of the sixties. It was the 

fashion not to have close family ties and solid 

marriages." In the eighties, Luise is still 

performing with her sisters, still travels with 

her husband Alvino, bringing back memories to 

nostalgic audiences in the "Big Band Show." 

Luise was the third of seven children born to 

William King Driggs and Pearl Mortenson. Her 

early years were spent in Sanford, Colorado, 

where her father taught school after graduating 

from BYU. In 1924 the family moved to Ephraim, 

Utah, where "Daddy Driggs" taught music at Snow 

Normal College. From the beginning, music was an 

essential part of the Driggs family life, and 

they formed their own orchestra, playing, dancing, 

and singing "at every little whistle stop in 

Utah," But the towns and the pay were too small, 

so they headed for California, The King Sisters 

performed with the big bands at hotels and night- 

clubs across the United States. They won many 

awards and were chosen as among the "All-Time 

Greats" by the Los Angeles Times. 

Throughout her story, Luise refers to the sis- 
ters' Mormon upbringing that continued even during 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE— 
THAT IS THE QUESTION 
continued from page 6 

For six years of her growing up, I as a member 

of the General Board of the YMMMI, wrote lessons 

and gave Standards Night Talks on chastity and 

Temple Marriage, the challenges and joys of mo- 

thering; at the same time, as a part-time member 

of the board of Odyssey House, a drug rehabilita- 

tion center, I saw pictures of children born to 

prostitutes, on drugs not unlike the Demerol that 

had taken me three months of agony to get off of 

and back to taking care of the home and children 

I adored, But these women's children were sold 

into the sickening, burgeoning business of child 

pornography, Pictures of those children I shudder 

at recalling now nearly ten years later as I 

wonder how it was those mothers bore them, 
both the horror of life with quality totally 

absent. And I think, for each mother, each child, 

such uneven fate, How could any two circumstances 

be equated with each other? 

For 

I remember the seven girls who over a period 

of seven years came to live in our home, "unwed 
mothers" from the Relief Society Social Services. 
From a very young 17 to a very mature 34, those 
young women enriched and taught us what we might 
never have known of sacrifice and courage as they 

gave their babies up for adoption and went back 

to lives impoverished by the lives they would 

never take home with them. Quality given, pain 

absorbed, The whole experience perceived as 

born of sin, but made less sinful by the Hester 

Prynnes' going through with the births and giving 

their babies to "good homes." What might educa- 

tion or Margaret Sanger have helped them or those 

prostitute mothers to avoid? 

Through the years I've watched adopted kids, 

who grow up in loving homes, be both joy and 

devastation for those who have wanted so much to 

have them. Like with any kids, their growing up 

is seldom easy, their claim on the joy or devas- 

tation of the parents eternal as if their own. 

None of it even. So little of it "fair." Parent- 

ing was never all gloss and bubbles, no matter 

the circumstances. Giving birth cannot assure 

happiness for either mother or child, nor can 

giving that baby away. 

the years when they seldom attended church be- 

cause of time or distance. Generally their val- 

ues brought respect. Only once did it appear 

that Mormon standards caused conflict. One day 

Maxine and Luise were shocked to see Alyce appar- 

ently drinking coffee with a married man, They 

were not sure which was the more objectionable-- 

the coffee or the tete-a-tete with a married man, 

But as Alyce explained later, they didn't need 

to worry about the coffee. "I wasn't really 

drinking coffee," she said, "I was just holding 

the cup. It seemed so corny to order hot choco- 

late. Nobody does that." Luise does not mention 

any concern that they may have felt about their 

Sunday recording sessions, nor about the low-cut 

dresses that they wore. Sister Maxine designed 

the dresses, and it was agreed that that "the 
necks should be a little low to show off our 

well-endowed bosoms but not too low because Mama 

and Daddy would not stand for that." 

In quoted letters, Mama and Daddy Driggs con- 

stantly reminded their daughters of their Mormon 

heritage. Luise recalls a time when their picture 

appeared on the front page of the San Francisco 

Examiner, showing the King Sisters posing as 
barmaids, "Our folks were furious when they saw 

the picture of their three little Mormon girls 

blowing foam off the beer mugs." 

Four out of five of the King sister's husbands 

joined the Church, including Luise's husband 

Alvino Rey. Luise suggests that "they were in- 
fluenced more by seeing our religion lived day by 

day" than by the sermons that her daddy was fond 
of giving them. Mormonism was very important to 

the family, and perhaps it helped Luise retain 

the romantic innocence that permeates her story. 

Certainly a miracle for someone in show business. 

In the final chapter, she sums up my own im- 
pression of her book, She reflects, "It's funny 

that out of those terrible war years of the for- 

ties, those pitiful years of the Depression... 

we could glean such memories of music to enjoy 

now," and she admits, "I guess the pain has been 
deadened and now all that is remembered is the 

sweetness," 

In the past three years I've sat on a lay 

advisory committee to the ob-gyn department at 

the University of Utah Medical Center. We've 
heard experts talk about in-vitro births, arti- 

ficial insemination, methods for sustaining fra- 

gile pregnancies (avoiding the Demerol that was 

the only rescue for my pre-mature labor 23 years 

before). We've listened to couples testifying to 

medical miracles, care that allowed them to have 
the babies they would have lost to the miscar- 
riages that had grieved some of them as many as 

five times previously. 

Complicated indeed this business of having 
babies--or not. Personal, private, often excru- 

ciating the choices, the eventualities. And who 
but the Lord could possibly decide whose choice 

it should be? 

I'd hate to be the one. In fact, the longer I 

live, the more convinced I become that it's all I 

can possibly handle just to try to come to grips 

with what besets my own life, to try to make 

sense of my own sense of morality. I think often 

of President McKay's admonishment that such de- 

cisions be the private affair of a couple and the 

Lord. 

Two weeks ago I sat with my fifth daughter far 

away from home, That Sunday we were visiting in 
a church not ours and listened with distress, nay 

despair, to the head of that church, of a faith 
so different from ours, as he made blanket con- 
demnations of "those murderers who take the life 
of a fetus," Women, medical people concerned 

with life, all whom he collectively damned. I 
wondered how that would be for the woman in Mar- 

garet Sanger's arms, for Margaret Sanger. For 
me, who after the birth of that daughter beside 
me had elected to end my child bearing because 

knowing doctors had been more interested in saving 

my life than in having me try to give life to 
more children than I could give quality life to. 

I sat in that church and remembered sitting 

two years ago in a Teen Age Pregnancy conference 
at the YWCA where I was to be a speaker, Though 

Although we are given glimpses of what those 

difficult times meant to the King family, there 

is the feeling that Luise was an observer of the 
larger world rather than a participant. But 
then this is a chronicle of a musical era, seen 

from the perspective of a group of entertainers 
(and through the softened lens of time), rather 
than a revelation of the author's personal re- 

sponse to the more painful real world, I found 

myself wanting to scratch below the surface to 
find more of the reality. Instead, the book 
faithfully reflects the author's own longing for 

the sweetness and romance that the music repre- 

sents for her, 

There is truth in the author's observations, 
too, though. "Even with the big war going on," 

she says, "the tragedies and the heartbreaks, 
there were happy memories for most of our genera~ 

tion, and big bands were certainly a part of 

them." In Britain, as a teenager facing the 
daily onslaught of air-raid sirens and bombs, I 
felt the spiritual and emotional uplift afforded 

by the big bands as we listened to the radio in 

our bomb shelters. I believe the music gave 
expression to the closeness already felt by a 

people facing common dangers. It was the right 

kind of music for the times--a welcome flight 
from the less pleasant realities. 

Thirty pages of wonderful photographs do much 

to recapture the atmosphere of the big-band 

days. They might have enriched Mrs, Rey's story 

even more had they been inserted appropriately 
within the text. In any case, Luise King Rey is 

to be commended for bringing us her view of Those 

Swinging Yeare and for reminding us of musicians 
like the King Sisters, who made life brighter for 

many of us during some dark and troubled times. 

Irene M, Bates 
Pacific Palisades, California 

thinking myself fairly well informed, I trembled 
to hear a judge, a counselor, the director of a 

home for pregnant adolescents tell of thirteen- 

year-olds keeping their babies "for companionship" 
and then abusing or abandoning them because they 

sapped them of their girlhood, their chance to 

be young and free. And at the same time of fif- 
teen-year-olds having their third and fourth 

abortions, Every "case" different, no two answer- 

able to the same solution. Reverence for life? 

Whose life? What life? 

All I could think then, do now, is, Dear Lord, 

give me the heart to understand, the wisdom not 

to judge, the loving kindness to know what a black 
poet in a ghetto is saying to me about what maybe 
my white privileged world cannot teach--"That 

even in my deliberateness I was not deliberate.” 
And that if that daughter of my friend chooses a 
different destiny for another spina-bifida child, 

I will love them both for their likeness and 

their difference from me, 

Where do I stand on abortion? On the side of 

life? For mother as well as child, Not bewil- 
dered by not deciding exactly where I stand except 

in reverencing both the life and the agency that 

the Lord alone gives to decide anything at all. 

As I go gratefully, ecstatically, to welcome 

in another baby of my own. 

Emma Lou Thayne 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Postecript: The new little girl, born April 
30, 1985, in UCLA Hospital, came out sucking her 
thwnb and looking brightly at a world where her 
healthy 7 pounds 14 ounces would be held like 
treasure, even at 3 A.M. by parente exhausted by 
responsibility and beaming with the chance to 
take it on. And Grandma Grey is home, happy as a 
clam--and glad to be in the stage where someone 
else ie doing it for me, the deciding, the having, 
the finding out. Too tired and satisfied to want 
to go back a single day. Ready for this spring 
and whatever birthing it portende. 
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SUNDAYS 
continued from page 3 

That first year each Sabbath was like a direct 
gift from God. I would awaken early, about 5:00 

A.M., excitement instantly alerting my senses. 
But I'd lie very quietly for a while, contem- 

plating just what I'd do with this divinely given, 
wonderful new day at my fingertips. 

Some Sundays there in that small apartment, it 

was just God and me; I'd speak to no one else all 

day. Other times, as I cultivated my new spirit- 

ual garden, I would Sunday-dress and venture into 

some neighborhood church or drive cross-town to 

visit a recommended place of worship. I seldom 

went back more than once to any one place, but 

surprisingly, I always found some truth, some new 
thought, that would sustain me until the next 
time that I needed nourishment. 

Probably the most remarkable thing about this 
period of my life was the discovery and redisco- 

very of the nature of God. As my inactivity in 
the Church continued, I fully expected that He 

would remove His spirit from me. I had been 

taught (I think) that He would. It seemed to 

follow that a Mormon God would not tolerate my 
refashioning of His day or any of the small in- 
discretions that I committed. I would find myself 
holding my breath, watching, waiting to see and 
feel those loving, warm arms unfold themselves 
from around me, But I never found myself ina 
place or in a condition that I could not feel 
that close presence and hear, audibly and dis- 
tinctly, with my spiritual ears: "It's all 
right." "I understand." "Your spiritual progress 

is good." "Be at peace." "I am with you," 

Growth comes in various patterns as we each 

live and learn on our own, personal spiritual 

level, Before I left the family, I had not fully 
comprehended that my lack of progress had slowed 

the individual progress of each family member, 

When I got out of the way, traumatic as it was 
for all of us, I saw the family begin its healing, 
its regrowth, I noticed this immediately during 

my visits, First I'd see how much the house 

needed a good cleaning; then I'd observe more 
closely and find the important things, the relax- 
ed, tension-free atmosphere. But there was still 

the place that I'd left empty, the space that I 
couldn't fill. I began to pray. 

A Victorian Vision 

ian America, our mothers and grandmothers. 

The answer came on a Sunday. Super Bowl Sun- 

day, 1978. I was watching the game with a friend 

when the phone rang. It was my ex-husband, my 
good friend who had suffered so long. He wanted 

me to know that he was getting married. I don't 
believe that I had ever before experienced the 

vast feeling of relief that was mine that day, 

nor have I ever before or since wept tears of 

such total joy. We'd come full-circle. We had a 
completion. lack of comfort and freedom, 

I was also married that spring, to a widower: 

a waggish, Irish Catholic from New England, who 

surrounded me with the things that I needed most-- 

beauty, peace, and orderliness. With the two 
marriages, "extended family" began to mean more 

than a buzz-phrase or sociological catch words. 
We had added seven new stepchildren; some of 
those came with built-in grandchildren! 

Most of the children are grown now, getting following advice on flirting: 
married, extending the basic family unit even 

further. There are times when such a large family 

feels unwieldy and cumbersome, but I have found 

it to be an amazingly effective network of loving, 

caring individuals who have found that inclusive- 

ness builds strong souls and steadfast groups, 

exclusiveness stifles and kills, become, 

Courage is sometimes thrust upon us. My com- 

pany's invitation to transfer to California helped 
me to stretch the space between the old and the 

new. One Sunday in 1980, ten years to the day 

after my brother's death, we moved to southern 
California. The ocean has calmed my spirit; 
writing is giving me a new way of creating life. 

Music continues to lend a soothing counter- 

point; on Sunday mornings the Tabernacle Choir 

albums mingle joyfully with those of the Dameans 

and the Monks of the Weston Priory to bless our 
house with their music as we quietly go about our 

separate meditations, We live with abundance. 

instruments are fascinating. 
I have learned to rejoice in my "human-ness," 

and I have found that one of the most fascinating 

things about life is just watching the way that 

it works, But the greatest of our Father's gifts 
lies in the miracle of the soul, with its inherent 
ability to deal with the human condition in choos- 
ing all the threads, the colors, the textures 

that weave the fabrics of eternity. 

Margot Cheney 

Huntington Beach, California 
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which they were subordinate, 

BOOK REVIEWS 

The Light of the Home by Harvey Green gives us 
an intimate view of the lives of women in Victor- 

treats numerous aspects of these women's experi- 

ence and gives us new insights into their world. 

The book could almost be classified as an ency- 
clopedia of womens' lives between 1870 and 1910. 
Although it is full of facts and details, it is 
never boring. It is amply illustrated with pic- 

tures of items used by women at that time, in- 

cluding calling cards, kitchen and household 

tools, and personal items, The pictures speak 

louder than words in portraying that generation's 

One of Green's main sources is the advice 

literature of the era, This advice was contained 

in popular magazines such as Godey's Lady's Book 
and The Ladies' Book of Etiquette and Manual of 
Politeness, and it reflected what was expected of 
women by their society. Maturing girls were 

advised on everything from trivial to serious 
matters, Their "place" as a commodity for the 

superior male in the society is reflected by the 

Flirting is to marriage what free trade is to 

commerce, By it the value of a woman is ex- 
hibited, tested, her capacities known, her 

temper displayed, and the opportunity offered 
of judging what sort of a wife she may probably 

Green suggests that even though flirting pas- 
sively marketed a woman to men, it offered a 

woman some control over her very limited situation 

in that she could choose with whom to flirt. 

The restrictions placed on females by Victorian 

society were advertised in their dress, To appear 

attractive, women wore corsets that were both 

restricting and extremely uncomfortable and often 
caused a prolapsed, or sagging, uterus, The 

remedy was pessiaries (uterine supports) that 

were patented and sold in a variety of forms and 

materials, including wood, bone, metal, or combi- 

nations thereof, Illustrations of these crude 

According to Green, "Victorian morality" is 

often misunderstood, He asserts that "a woman's 
repugnance toward sex was probably ... a re=- 

sponse to fears of pain, injury (if not death) 

in childbirth, and past experiences with brutal 
or awkward partners." Green further points out 

that the label "Victorian prudery" perhaps re- 

flected a need for women to maintain some sort of 
dignity in a legal and physical relationship in 

Why did these women accept their lot? Green 
Suggests that a woman's male-dominated world 
convinced her that her brain was inferior, George 
Beard, a well-known doctor of the day, asserted 
that women used their brains "little and on tri- 
vial matters" and that "a woman's cranial capacity 
was ninety percent of that of the male." Other 
Physicians agreed, Dr. Arabella Kenealy argued 
that "listlessness, rather than intellectual 
work, was the cause of the urban woman's neuras- 
thenia"--a "popular" nervous disorder of that 
age. She suggested that modern household con- 
veniences were relieving women of some of their 
chores, creating general boredom. Her remedy was 
"more domesticity: baking bread, canning fruits, 
and home economy." 

The Light of the Home is an entertaining book, 
It provides a look at the roots of attitudes and 
values that our grandmothers passed along to us, 
It also shows why society's map is not always the 
best guide for the individual life. 

Marilyn Carlton 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Shimmering Memories 
Morgan Triumphe, by Marden J. Clark (Salt Lake 

City, Utah: Orion Books, 1984), 123 pages. 

In my undergraduate days at BYU, Marden Clark, 

author of this slim volume of short stories, was 
a god-like presence on the English faculty. As 
champion of the New Criticism, he could do no 

wrong and even in his eccentricities was beyond 
reproach. He would forget to put film in the 
camera when photographing us for a seating chart, 

and he was absent-minded about where he set down 
his eraser, chalk, or glasses, He sometimes 
didn't even notice that we were fifteen minutes 

into the next period, But we didn't mind because 

he never forgot the important things. He cared 
intensely about literature and communicated a 

sense of adventure and jeopardy to us. 

In the best of these stories, Dr. Clark does 
the same thing for the generally unexceptional 

events in the life of Morgan Porter, an ordinary 
farmboy growing up in the very ho-hum small town 

of Morgan, Utah, These stories are more sus- 
penseful than the slice-of-life vignettes or 
local color pieces that one might expect after 
reading the dedicatory disclosure that "any re- 
semblance to persons or places living or dead is 
probably more than coincidential [sic]." 

Even "Grandfather Clocks," which could have 
been a local colorist's character portrait, looms 

larger on at least two counts, Morgan's poly- 

gamous grandfather is an Old Testament-style 
patriarch complete with long gray hair, a full 

beard, multiple wives, and visions in the moun- 
tains. To his entranced grandchildren, he "seemed 
to exist in a world outside of time." This story 

describes how young Morgan is forcibly drawn into 

that religious, visionary world during one all- 

night-long chastening after Grandpa catches him 

smoking out behind the barn, During the long 

night, Morgan not only endures Grandpa's awesome 
chastisement but glimpses a dimension of spiritual 

experience beyond his own limited understanding. 

"Grandfather Clocks" is memorable as a vivid 
portrayal of this patriarch from a bygone era of 

Church history, It is also a wry, unusual story 

of a young boy's initiation into religious and 

philosophical matters, 

Furthermore, as a tale of initiation "Grand- 
father Clocks" takes its place in the larger 

structure of the book that was, the author tells 

us, "not conceived as a novel" but that he hopes 
achieves "something of the effect of a novel" as 

it unfolds a series of stories all related to 
Morgan's growing up. Several of the weaker sto- 

ries are more interesting when viewed as parts of 

this developing whole, 

What distinguishes Morgan Triumphs from other 
short story collections I have read is not its 

creative crossbreeding of novel and short story; 
others--perhaps most notably Hemingway's brilliant 

In Our Time--have preceded it. But Dr. Clark's 
book is a hybrid memoir/fiction, A quality of 
intimate personal reminiscence pervades the work, 

so much that I even found myself concluding that 

some jarring details were simply biographical 

fact. For instance, in one flashback Morgan 

recalls refusing a chocolate, from a box brought 

by the visiting teachers, out of some "obscure 

sense that it was noble to say no." Then he 
"stumbled up stairs" to his bed "where [he] wept 
uncontrollably." The excessive weeping did not 

ring true for me, Uncontrollable weeping seemed 

out of character for Morgan. So I found myself 

thinking, "Well, it must have happened that way, 

that's all." Again in the following story, 
"Spring Valley," Morgan returns to the hotel 
lobby where his father is chatting with Stake 

President Muller, an immigrant from Germany. 



"'Oh, de Gospel's de answer, Brudder Clark,'" he 
was saying. 

Porter." Such clear-cut incursions of unassimi- 
lated biographical fact, though relatively rare, 

indicate the almost nostalgic, autobiographical 

quality of these stories. 

Yet, at the same time that Morgan Triumphs is 
transparently a memoir, the controlling presence 

of a very conscious fictional craftsman--one 

near, brooding over his world with bright, and 
occasionally distracting, wings. At times the 

stories teeter precariously between the poles of 

fiction and memoir, At their best they maintain 
a finely wrought balance, avoiding the overly 

erafted and the almost too nostalgic. The trans- 

cendent stories in this collection are "Spring 
Valley" and "Such Floods or Out of Time." Be 
sure to sample these two. They are ina league 

of their own. 

Dawn Hall Anderson 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

HELPING THOSE 
WITH RELIGIOUS 
QUESTIONS AND DOUBTS 
continued from page 3 

expect a degree of uncertainty in this mortal 

life. Discuss the different uses of the words 
knowledge and to know. 

4, Most Mormons wonder about things religious. 

Wondering is a common and natural reaction to 
all but the most commonplace information. What 

Mormon, for example, hasn't had one or more of 

the following thoughts cross his or her mind at 
some time? 

Why would God command: 

Adam and Eve not to eat of the Tree of 
Knowledge of Good and Evil? 

Nephi to kill Laban? 

Joseph Smith to practice polygamy? 

Did Joseph Smith truly: 

translate gold plates and papyri? 

follow the Lord's will? 
find the Garden of Eden? 

Is my bishop [father, husband, stake president, 
priesthood leader] really inspired in this 
call [decision, release, judgment]? 

A popular approach to dealing with such won- 

dering is to blame Satan or the weakness of the 
questioner, 

Helping suggestion: Point out that wondering 
is natural and that unless sin is clearly invol- 
ved, guilt and repression are unnecessary and 
only serve to cause pain or to divert attention 
away from the real issues involved. 

5. Everyone is a believer to some degree; our 
uncertainties vary in strength, 

Latter-day Saints who are uncertain about 
Particular tenets of the religion should not be 
hasty in applying negative labels to themselves, 
In time, such negative self-labeling will under- 
mine self-esteem. A little belief is like a 
seed: Nourishment and care May produce a tall, 
strong Tree of Knowledge, But that growth takes 
faith, time, and work. 

Helping suggestion: Point out that varying 
strengths of belief in different facets of the 
gospel are not uncommon and are not the same as 
unbelief; indeed, it is highly unlikely that any 
two people will share exactly the same convictions 
on all issues, Help the person with questions or 
doubt to see himself or herself as an integral 
Part of a diverse Church, rather than as an out- 
sider. Suggest prioritizing concerns about par- 
ticular beliefs and faith. 

6. When Properly approached, questioning is a 
vital part of the learning process, 

Having questions implies a desire to expand 
the information upon which beliefs are based, 
Mormonism celebrates intelligence as "the glory 
of God" (D&C 93:36), and proclaims that man is 
saved no faster than he gains knowledge. Ob- 
viously, such commitment to learning cannot be 
served by suppressing inquiries about the kingdoms 
of heaven and earth, 

On the other hand, a philosophy of sincere 
inquiry does not license questions asked ina 
spirit of challenge or accusation. Suppose a 
Church member has trouble understanding why the 
Lord would command Nephi to kill Laban. How does 

BOOK REVIEWS 

He ought to have been saying "Brudder 

steeped in years of academic training--also hovers 
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he or she seek information and express true feel- 

ings without sounding distrustful, negative, or 

dissenting? Such threatening overtones can fre- 

quently be avoided by prefacing questions with 
honest statements of feelings: 

I'm troubled by . 

It bothers me greatly, but I am skeptical 
OF 2-6 

My heart tells me... 

I feel anguish when I think about. . . 
Please don't misunderstand me: I am a commit- 

ted, faithful member of the Church, but I 
have a question that I'd like your opinion 
ON! sss « 

This is a question that has caused me a lot of 

turmoil, I want to talk to you because I 

respect you. I wonder if you could tell me 
what you think about [know about]... 

I wonder if you've ever had the same question 

that's been running through my mind. . . 

I haven't enough information yet to have a 

perfect knowledge of the issue, but here's 
what I believe . . . [here's the evidence 
upon which I base my belief... J 

Helping suggestion: Counsel that the pursuit 
of truth is rarely harmed by sincere questions 

made in the spirit of humble curiosity. Review 

with the person nonthreatening ways of asking 
questions, Encourage the person to be honest 
about his or her feelings. 

7. The blessings of the gospel come through 

faithfulness and obedience; particular beliefs 
may vary within certain bounds. 

Some Mormons assume that there is only one way 
to believe in Church doctrines. Quite to the 
contrary, a great deal of freedom exists on mat- 
ters of belief in religious matters, Joseph 
Smith, as reported in the History of the Church 
5:215, said that "the most prominent difference 
in sentiment between the Latter-day Saints and 

sectarians was that the latter were all circum 

scribed by some peculiar creed, which deprived 

its members the privilege of believing anything 
not contained therein, whereas the Latter-day 

Saints have no creed, but are ready to believe 
all true principles that exist." 

Similarly, President Joseph F, Smith testified 

before the Congress of the United States that 
Latter-day Saints "are given the largest possible 

latitude of their convictions, and if a man re- 

jects a message that I may give to him but is 
still moral and believes in the main principles 

of the gospel and desires to continue in his 

membership in the Church, he is permitted to 

remain." In the same setting, he observed that 

+ + + members of the Mormon Church are not all 
united on every principle, Every man is en- 

titled to his own opinion and his own views 

and his own conceptions of right and wrong so 

long as they do not come in conflict with the 

standard principles of the Church, If a man 

assumes to deny God and to become an infidel 

we withdraw fellowship from him. But so long 

as a man believes in God and has a little 
faith in the Church organization, we nurture 
and aid that person to continue faithfully as 

a member of the Church though he may not be- 
lieve all that is revealed. (the Reed Smoot 

Hearings, pp. 97-98) 

Helping suggestion: Show that questions and 
uncertainties concerning religion should not keep 
a person from participating in all facets of the 
gospel and need not prevent him or her from full 
enjoyment of gospel blessings. Also point out 
that through faithfully living the gospel, one may 
gain a witness that the gospel is true, 

8. Not all information is correct; no source 
of information is complete. 

No single source of information can exhaust 
the facts concerning any gospel issue, Further- 
more, some sources are wrong, and others are 
written to deceive, Still others are well-inten- 
tioned but misleading. Historical studies, for 
example, are subject to many limitations because 
they involve not only the acquisition of sometimes 
scarce factual information but also the dubious 
process of correctly interpreting the information, 

Helping suggestion: Caution the person against 
jumping to conclusions based on inevitably inade- 
quate information. Re-emphasize the need for 

faith during the information-gathering and know- 
ledge-development phase. 

9. Personal responses to questions and doubts 

ean be controlled by the individual, 

Our emotions are largely uncontrollable: We 

cannot avoid feelings of sadness when a friend 
dies; we cannot avoid feelings of joy when we are 

blessed; we cannot avoid feeling troubled when we 

do not understand something important. On the 

other hand, we can control our reactions to our 

emotions, and we can manage our behavior, Control 
and positive management of difficult emotions are 

always helped by understanding the emotion--its 

origin, its reason for being, and its potential 
solutions, 

A person's troubled response to doubt and 
questioning may result in part from the way he or 
she was reared, Suppose, for example, as a young 
child the person had innocently asked, "Did Joseph 
really see God?" If a parent or teacher responded 
with horror, "Of course he did! How could you 
ask such a thing?," the child may have concluded 
that questions are unimportant or bad. As the 
child grew to adulthood, he or she may have come 
to see skepticism and curiosity as defects in 
character; personal doubts may have been seen as 
inappropriate temptations rather than challenges 
to be explored and investigated. Thus, leaders, 
teachers, and parents may have unwittingly planted 
the seeds of trouble years ago. 

The person may also be influenced by local 
responses to perceived skepticism. The local 
community may encourage guilt as a response to 
doubt and inculcate the notion that questioning ~ 
is a sign of sin, slothfulness, or error. Such 
negative reactions represent the fears and weak- 
ness of individuals and are not part of the 
gospel. 

Helping suggestion: Help the person to under 
stand himself or herself and the local environ- 
ment, and urge the person to accept these condi- 
tions with patience and love while learning new 
ways to manage questions and doubts. 

10. Religion has a spiritual component that 
is essential to the learning process of spiritual 
truths, 

As quoted above, the Doctrine and Covenants 
tell us that some are given to know and that 
others are given to believe on their words. We 
have no way of discerning in advance who will 
know and who will live by faith, nor do we know 
why the Lord has established such a system. We 
don't even know which of the two is more blessed, 
To those given to continue faithfully in the 
absence of knowledge, there is a promise of eter- 
nal life, 

There is a spiritual dimension to religion-- 
sometimes called the supernatural or metaphysical, 
that cannot be explained by contemporary empirical 
methods, And we believe that a person's spirit 

and mind can be taught truths that cannot be 

learned otherwise. But this requires obedience, 
faith, and a sincere heart. 

Helping suggestion: Explore the possibilities 
of giving the spiritual side of life a better 

chance to succeed, Explore the possibility that 

the person's attitude, or personal sin, may be 
blocking spiritual learning methods. 

As required in all helping situations, you 
will want to show concern, nonjudgment, and under= 
standing for the pain and difficulty that the 

religious doubter may be experiencing. In ad- 

dition, there are a number of practical sugges- 

tions, or challenges, that you can offer. 

* Look within, analyze feelings, and determine 
true beliefs; don't be afraid of what is found, 

* Work to be worthy of building faith through 

obedience, prayer, study, and good works. 

* Establish personal study Programs to expand the 
information and evidence upon which beliefs and 
knowledge are built. 

* Give spiritual methods a chance, 

* Seek help when needed and admit fallibility. 

* Talk about questions in tactful, nonthreatening 
ways, Be willing to listen to the insights of 
others, Don't forget to express positive be- 

liefs and levels of faith, too. 

Finally, you should leave your friend with 
hope. James Francis Cooke said it best: "The 
most welcomed people of the world are never those 
who look back upon the bitter frustrations of 
yesterday, but those who cast their eyes forward 
with faith, hope, courage, and happy ouriosity." 
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Brag a Little! 
As Exponent II moves into a new decade, we 

want to build for a strong and vital future, To 
be the best we can be, we need your continuing 
support. 

So brag a little! Show the world you're an 
Exponent II friend and help us grow. Become an 

Exponent Best Friend! For a contribution of 
$30.00, we will send you a new Exponent II de- 
signer T-shirt. The popular "Exponent II is xX" 
T-shirt is already a collectors’ item. In ad- 

dition to brightening your wardrobe, you will 
have your name put in a prominent place on our 

published list of Best Friends for 1985. And, of 

course, your contribution is tax-deductible: 

Send a check or money order for $30.00 to: 

Exponent II Best Friends 
P.O, Box 37 

Arlington, MA 02174 

Be sure to include your shirt size (Small 

[34-36], Medium [38-40], Large [42-44]), and 
desired color (red, blue, green). 

At Last—We Have an Index! 
In conjunction with Exponent II's papers 

being given to the Harold B, Lee Library, David 

Whittaker, University Archivist, and Jane 
Carpenter have prepared an index for us. This 

comprehensive work offers indexing by author/ 
person, subject, letters to the editor, poetry, 

and book reviews. 

As a fundraising project, we are offering this 

complete index to our readers for a $25.00 tax- 
deductible contribution. Be the first on your 

block to get onel 

Send your check to: 

Exponent II--Index 
Box 37 
Arlington, MA 02174 

Share a Great Thing! 
We want to extend our Exponent family. Do you 

know people who should be reading Exponent II? 

Don't just give them your copy; help expand our 

subscription base by sending us at least three 

names and addresses of friends who might enjoy 

sharing our sisterhood, We will send each of 
them a complimentary copy of a forthcoming edition 

along with an invitation to subscribe. (NOTE: 

Please do not send ward lists!) 

Be sure to include the following information 

for each person: 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP Code 

Send to: Exponent II Subscription Drive 
P.O. Box 37 
Arlington, MA 02174 
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Call for Oral Histories 
Professor Marian Johnson of the Women's Re- 

search Institute at BYU is asking for some help 

with a really exciting project. She would like 

Mormon business and professional women to sub- 

mit oral histories as part of what she sees as 

an ever-increasing network of support and role 

models, 

If you are interested in contributing, please 

contact: 

Professor Marian Johnson 
974 SWKT 
Brigham Young University 

Provo, Utah 84602 

(801)378-4609 or 
(801)378-3247 

BYU Archivist Asks for Contributions 
David Whittaker and his staff are presently 

sifting through and cataloguing the last few 

years of Exponent II's history. To aid them in 

this venture, David is asking for anyone who has 

been or is now associated with the paper and its 

production to please send a written account of 

your experience, 

All submissions should be made to: 

David Whittaker 

University Archivist 
Harold B, Lee Library 

Brigham Young University 

Provo, Utah 84602 

P.S, Send us a copy too! 
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Exponent Reunion To Be Held in Utah 
Rocky Mountain Exponent women are sponsoring 

their first annual reunion at Trefoil Girl Scout 
Lodge in Provo Canyon, They welcome all women 

for a weekend of friendship, discussions, and 

relaxation. 

Date: September 20-22, 1985 

Cost: $38.00, includes two nights lodging 
and five meals (Bring your own 

sleeping bag.) 

Deadline: August 2--however accomodations 

are limited, so register early to 

insure a space, 

Send name, address, $38 check 
(to Linda Draper), self-address- 
ed, stamped, long envelope for 

registration confirmation to: 

To register: 

Linda Draper and Lisa Arrington 

3100 Bannock Drive 
Provo, Utah 84604 
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Dear Editors: 

I generally enjoy your publication and find 
your accomodation of different perspectives re- 

freshing (Christine R. Arrington's review of 
America's Sainte in the Winter 1985 issue was 
particularly good). But I was surprised to see 
an infuriatingly common error in the same issue's 

introductory editorial, "Conjugal Conundrums," 

In it you claimed that ".. . in many ways mar- 

riage is the bedrock of the Church, It is a 

prerequisite for entrance into the celestial 

kingdom and thus for godhood." 

Being a single member who has discussed the 

issue with a number of bishops and misinformed 

home teachers and visiting teachers who naturally 

felt sorry for me (being barred from glory and 

eternal childbirth and all), I might point out 

that though marriage may be, doctrinally, neces- 

sary for godhood (the highest degree within the 

Celestial Kingdom), it is not necessary for en- 
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trance into the Kingdom. Whatever its place in 

the stratigraphy of the contemporary Church, 

marriage is a requirement neither for personal 
wholeness nor spiritual "holiness," I think the 

distinction is a significant one, 

Elizabeth Willis 
Buffalo, New York 

Dear Exponent, 

We had our own Exponent reunion on the Oregon 

coast. Two friends who had not been together for 

sixteen years met to renew a friendship, talked 

into the morning, and were surprised to find our 

lives so similar, Read aloud from the Exponent, 

talked about past issues, and enjoyed learning 

Exponent II is something that we both get excited 

about! 

Dear Editors: 

Exponent II fills a unique role among Church 

publications and related publications. What we 

like best about it is the personal insights that 

are given by the variety of contributors. You 

have provided a forum for many personal voices to 

express life experiences and insights that are 

shared widely but that remain largely unrecorded. 

It is to your credit that you have inspired so 

many to reveal their intimate and innermost feel- 

ings. We only wish that all Church leaders could 

be exposed to the contents of Exponent II. We 

believe it would help many to reevaluate their 

relationships to people and Church programs. 

Thank you for your efforts. We believe that you 

are having an impact for good in the Church and 

in the world. 

Glenn Schwendiman 
Helen S, Schwendiman 

ibbie Hodges 

r ' 
Freeport, Illinois 

Albany, Oregon 


